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Some of the Terrace and area Elks join for a 'morning-after' breakfast at the 
Terrae'e Elks Hall. The Elks were joining for their regional meeting last weekend. 
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Terrace 
Vandals active 
Terrace RCMP were 
kept busy over. the 
weekend with a rash of 
auto thefts and vanda] 
attacks• 
A 1971 dark blue Datsun 
pick-up ,~as stolen as well 
'as a yello): 1976 Suzuki 
motorcycle, model 125. 
Charges have been laid 
against the driver, 
identity undiselosed~ 
alleging fault to take due 
care and attention. 
One incident of wilful 
damage was discovered 
at the Kitimat-Stikine 
Regional District Of- 
fice on Lazelle. A 
large window was 
smashed. 
Another incident of 
wilful., damage was 
reported a t  Kleanza 
Creek Park east of 
er . , ,n  77/7/] 
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• "All you need love,.," . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. = 
L". When the perimeters of no other i Salvation Security Blanket? - -  Well this isn't Linus o ~r l~e ' l  . . . . . . . . .  
Charile Brown but Mayor Dave Maroney of Terrace, organization embrace you there's the Army. Monday, 
and Lieutenant Jack Strickland of the Salvation Ar- May 1st, marks the date of a one night canvass to aid 
my. Perhaps the Nation's Security Blanket is the the work of the Army. Your generous upport is most 
Salvation Army in some respects. It's as one client appreciated. Stabbing failed to  Elk Ter race  on highway no. Says : "A place to go when yeu're at the bottom of the 
JS 16. A pair of picnic tables ============================================================================================================================================================================================================ 
were damaged, one had ' • 
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stationed for two or three years in Terrace, is 
described by those who knew him here as a very 
"reasonable sort", with many friends. He is 35 
years of age, married, with two children. •
The two men arrested in the incident are said 
to be both from the Granisle district, and will be 
appearing in court at 9:30 today, in Smithers.  
With several "active" 'ave. has two persons 
parties reported in• the incarcerated overnight 
area the RCMP were kept Saturday and charges 
busy with alcohol related pending against " the 
offenses One femal~ dr iver .  The Vehicle 
four males, and two apparently rolled over 
juveniles were lodged in and down the era-• 
cells overnight for being bankment behind the 
drunk, store. No injuries. 
Thurs., night crime wave 
rocks placid P. Rupert 
who was seated by ,his 
wife near the bar's s 
entrance. A pellet 
glanced the head of the 
woman who was  later 
admitted to,hospital and 
is in satisfactory con- 
dition according to a 
hospital spokesman. 
Prince RupeR RCMP 
said, Sunday, a second 
male,, an 18year  old 
Prince Rupert youth had 
also been .apprehended, 
Saturday hight, in  con- 
nection with the shooting, 
at the Drifter Hotel. 
William John Greyof  
Prince Rupert is in in- 
tensive care at the 
Regional Hospital after 
receiving stab wounds to 
his back and arm and. 
' Lloyd. Peter Ryan. was " 
also admitted to hospital 
with injuries f rom a, 
severe-beating. " ' 
The night of Thursday 
April 28 and morning of 
April 29th, will no doubt 
be remembered bymany 
in Prince Rupert as a 
night of "shots, stabbing, 
robbery" - and attempted 
murder. ,One male adult 
x~as arrested, according 
to the Daily News .of 
prince Rupert, and 
charges prepared and 
being laid for attempted 
murder, the result of two 
separate incidents that 
occurred Thursday night 
were, in both cases, 
someone narrowly 
escaped eath or Serious 
injury. Police are also 
investigating an, armed 
robbery at the Northern 
Co-op/store on Park 
Avenue. 
At 1:20 a.m. Friday, 
~ lice were called in  to e Drifter Hotel where it 
was reported shots were Both men were in- 
fired in the cabaret volved in an incident at 2 
zectionof the hotel. A.,M. Friday in a 
Police said a male residence on Eighth Ave. 
adult, name witheld, was East where police were 
refused, entry into the called to a reported 
cabaret,  was escorted stabbing. Arnold Patrick,. 
outside, and shortly Alexcee, 26 of Prince 
returned with a gun. The Rupert .will, appear in  
man fired at the bouncer, court today t o face 
50can squeeze in 
Tickets  for the Royal Winnipeg Ballet 
performance on Saturday evening are all s01d, 
but there are still 50 seats left for Fr iday's  
performan, ce and 200 seats for  the Saturday 
matinee. ' . ,  
These tickets Wilitbe Sold at tl3e door prloi" to 
the pet~formance at the R.E.M. Le e Theatre. 
• ,  % o 
charges of attempted 
murder and •assault 
causing bodily harm. 
Police said Grey was still 
in intensive care in 
hospital Sunday and 
Ryan was also reported 
in satisfactory condition 
in the hospital there. A 
male armed robber held 
up the Northern Coop 
store on Park Avenue, in 
Rupert, and escaped with 
$895. Police were con- 
tacted at about 10:30 p.m. 
Thursday night when a 
• young female cashier at 
the store, name'witheld, 
ran into the street shortly 
after the incident and 
flagged down a citizen in 
a truck. Before leaving 
the store, the robber had 
tern the telephone from 
the wall so the cashier 
was unable to phone the 
police from the Coop 
store. The driver of the 
truck was able to contact 
police using the phone 
from a nearby house. 
The female clerk, who 
was alone in the store, 
was robbedin a similar 
incident in December last 
year when two masked 
men robbed the store of 
an undetermined amount 
of money. 
Among other crimes 
committed over Thur- 
sday" night was the 
reported theft of a $400 
vdcuum cleaner, from a 
truck belonging to 
George B radbury, while 
it was ~rked  in Port 
Edward. 
" Do you want to L 
instruct swimming? 
Experienced Red Cross least 17 years of age and 
swimmers who would like must hold the RedCross 
to become instructors a re  Water Safety leader  
invited to.register for a award. Candidates over 
Red Cross and Royal Life 20 years of age who do not 
Saving Society instructor' hold the leader award 
school which starts on ,may apply, as mature 
May 19, in Kitimat. students if they hold, a 
The 4day course will be current "bronze 
medallion. /. 
All ~andidates must 
pre-register. Forms are 
available by calling or 
wr|tingLRed Cross Water 
Safety Service, 4750 Oak 
Street, Vancouver, B.C. 
V6H 2N9; or by con'- 
tacting Sandra Wittow, 
Sam Lindsav Memorial 
pool, {270 ,City C.entre, 
Kitimat, B.C., pSone : 
632-2616. 
held from Mayl9 to 22, at 
the Sam Lindsay 
Memorial Pool. 
Successful Candidates 
will be certified as in, 
struct0rs, for bo~ the 
Royal Life Saving Society 
and the Red Cross Water 
Safety Service, andwil l  
be qualifiedto !each in 
their community s •* 
aquatic program. 
Candidates must be at 
more on preparing "the 
newly emerging .areas of 
popular|on for self- 
government" rather than 
providing "bandaid-type 
govern meat." 
When the Kitimat- 
Stikine Regional district 
was established in 1967, it 
gave the north an op- 
portunity for orderly 
growth• in the 
unorganized. areas, but 
the Terrace brief sta'ed, 
• very little has been 
achieved, in the way of 
pro.viding physica l  
serwces. 
Thornhill's volunteer 
f i re  department uses' 
equipment purchased 
through a regional 
district by-law, the brief 
said, but the building of 
tar paper shacks and 
other fire hazards is still 
rmitted because of the 
k of an enforcement 
officer. 
Meanwhile, organized 
communities have had 
their tax levies in~ 
creased• Terrace paid 
$50,379 in 1977 and 
Kitimat paid $99,259, 
while Thornhill paid only 
$7217 into the regional 
district. 
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Ben Johnson, Terri Lynn Townsend, and Ruth Kenny with their prizes from the 
Canadian Cancer Society with their prizes they won for their participation i the 
Canadian Cancer Society "No Butts Fun Sheet" contest. 
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Possibly more important 
than Dead Sea Scrolls 
Orthodox monks on 
Mount Sinai are hoarding 
a major*find of early 
Christian texts - they 
discovered by accident in 
their monastery two 
years ago, says Martin 
Hengel, a West German 
biblical scholar. 
"It.is certainly one of 
themost important finds 
in recent years," Hengel, 
a New Testament expert 
who 5olds Tuebingen 
University's chair of 
theology, said in a 
telephone intervi.ew. 
' ,West ' German 
theo log ianssa id  the 
monks have given one or'  
two Greek scholars ac- 
cess to the hoard,.and the 
scripts a re  being 
vhotographed piecemeal. 
World's biggest bust 
WASHINGTON (AP) - Colombian drug agents 
have destroyed 574 tons of mar i juana in what is 
described by U.S. officials as the largest drug 
raid in history. Peter Bensinger, head  of the 
Drug Enforcement Administration, said four 
U.S. citizens, and Irish ,national and nine 
Colombians were arrested during raids that 
• began Thursday and ended Saturday. Bensinger 
said the Mari juana had a who!~.~alv alue of 
more than $200 million a,'.~1 represented about 10 
per cent of the  w-:~juana used in the United 
States in a year. 
i 
Lynn llickman and Lois Mohninger are the new 
Welcome Wagon members in Terrace, welcoming 
newcomers to town with • information on the many 
services available, where various things are located, 
and answerihg questions. Anyone who notices a new 
lamily in Io~u can contact Mrs. ilickman at 038.8427, 
or Mrs. Moltningerat (;',|5-5',109. 
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Editorial 
A dull subject? Everybody's doing it? Nothing 
you can do about it? It's a sign of the times'.' 
What do you expect when there is so much 
"permissiveness" in society today; they've 
taken away the strap, the death penalty for 
murder? When both father and mother are out 
working and nobody's home, how can you instill 
morality in today's youth? With the Churches 
preaching a watered - down Christianity, that 
there's no such thing as "Sin".anymore - is it any" 
wonder children have no r.esvect for the law? 
It's the effect of all those drugs kids are using 
these days; half the time they're 'strung out' and 
don't care what they are doing? Women's 
Liberation movements have destroyed all 
respect for womanhood and motherhood; now 
it's smart for women to be 'masculine' - and 
man's equal. Without the high idealism that 
motherhood and femininity brought out in 
youngsters, it is only natural for youths to take 
out their frustration by smashing and destroying 
things? VandaUm is merely an attention-getter 
on the ~art of youngsters crying out for attention- 
and [or Love? 
A Toronto Star writer, Christie Blatchford 
doesn't mention the above list of commonly 
given causes of.vandalism. However he does list 
some of things that are happening in Metro 
Toronto that vandals cause that total up to a $15 
million dollar estimate this year in that 
metropolis. 
"In the Sixties", he says, ",when the kids were 
angry, they marched in parades. Now they 
break things. 
"They kick in windows and doors, slash seats 
Everybody's problei including us 
~ police (individuals) and teachers and Fin- 
street lights, throw bricks through windshields, burned out and totalled, cipals and probation officers and others who 
"Young women at university don't burn bras Why? anymore- if they ever did. Now they rip sanitary Not enough for kids to do around here? have to deal with those responsible.. Let's hear it 
~mpkin dispensers from bathroom walls... In- Not enough place§ for them to go at night? Not from the caretakers, janitorial workers, street 
stead of rock concerts in the parks, kids Set fire enough sports outlets? Not enough drag strips? cleaners, judges, court workers, ministers and 
to picnic tables, kill trees and steal anything that Race tracks? Drop-in centres? Sunday School superintendents- all those who have to work with, handle, teach of suffer from 
isn't nailed down with cement blocks . . . .  Do we have to keep making excuses for the those responsible. And how about the 
" kids? There's no such thing as a bad child- just storekeepers whose premises are affected by' 
housing the) swimming pool in Etobicoke; bad parents? ~ullfeathers! broken windows, stolen merchandise - and the 
destroying the main building and the baseball 
equipment a local league had stored in it... broken glass on the city streets in the morning; taxi drivers who have to drive through glass strewn streets and theatre owners and 
restaurant owners with slashed seat and seat 
"Last month vandals et fire to the (building 
"University students (in ~0ronto) climbed a 
clock tower and damaged the hands, ruined a 
campus lawn (with a car), stole a $3,000 antique' 
lectern.., broke a sink, cut boles in t~ilet par- 
titions, destroyed four napkin dispensers and 
damaged 27 others, and defaced a wall all over 
campus with graffiti removable only by sand- 
blasting. Cost $25,000 and risin3 every year. 
"(One day last month in Toronto)., vandals 
damaged more than 200 cemetery headstones (in 
Park• Lawn Cemetery)...Cost: about $20,000. 
(Another day) After littering the grounds with 
broken beer bottles (vandals) pushed over about 
100 monuments, breaking stones and crosses. 
.(Cost- $8,000 to $I0,000)." 
The list in the Toronto Star goes on and on and 
on. . .  
Terrace and Kitimat have their own brand of 
"Vandals". Ever since I arrived in Terrace in 
December I have been hearing boasting about a 
supposed "Thirty-Mile Club" where mem- 
bership is gained by stealing a l~arked car. 
driving it 30 miles and abandoning it. Not only 
All those broken bottles- pounds and pounds of 
All those screeching of tires on the streets as 
cars "burn rubber" in racing starts...v~hose to 
blame for these"childish pranks" that end up in 
cut feet, ruined slashed tires ' and automobile 
accidents and injuries? Kids? Parents? High 
unemployment? Poor schooling? INadequate 
policing? "Soft" judges? Ineffectual Churches? 
Poor correction services? 
Let's hear it frmh the public: fron~ 
the kids themselves: from th~ 
in the subway, destroy plants in shopping centre abandoned, a number of cars and ti'ucks have 
planters, stuff hockey pucks down toilets, smash been wrecked and smashed and at least one 
That's Entertainment? 
¢ 
Having heard the movie had been an 
• Award winner and needing some relaxation after 
a pretty bad week, I made the. mistake of taking 
my wife, Friday night, to see the movie "Looking 
For Mr. Goodbar". 
This is not intended to be a movie review of 
that "film"- which was marked "Restricted for 
those under 18 years of age".  It is merely a 
commentary on one bf the worst pieces of gar- 
hage sold as entertainment that I have ever had 
the misfortune to suffer. 
The movie started out showing a "typical" 
family in a large U.S. city (New York, I think) 
The father watching the turned up TV was 
depicted as a city cop, a staunch, red-neck, right 
wing Catholic Notre Dame sports fan. He ruled 
the un-ruly family with a hand of iron and a set of 
lungs to match. One daughter who could do no 
wrong in her fathers eyes was an air line 
stewardess, living up to all the things "stews" 
are reported to do, with multiple marriages and 
marriage situations- and repeated abortions. 
The heroine has suffered polio while a child and 
had overcome it by sheer will power and 
determination. It had apparently left her so 
Ol~, yes,- the gushes of blood from her body show 
up richly~ in colour during the strobe-light 
flashes. 
Now] 
THAT'S ENTERTAINMENT? At $3.50 a 
ticket to see. At a cost'of many millions of 
dollars to make. Shown in theatres all across 
Canada• Rating rave reviews. Is it any 
wonder that the same day this film is being 
shown, the news wires are carrying the story of a 
16 year old girl in Toronto flagging down a 
Toronto cabbie, luring him into a house on 
Springhurst Ave. on the pretext of helping to 
move some household goods- then beating him 
' senseless with a baseball bat and sexually 
mutilating him with a knife 
Makes you wonder when she saw the movie? 
I'll bet she found it entertaining - even if we 
didn't Guess you can't please 'era all! 
t f 
States "oase for i)N traok Pedestrian. Overpass 
both an expensive and Overpass has in'its brief the route. It is not un- 
hug Aberly. ' ' 
Terrace Council Street. 
sexually frustrated that she tried every strategy 
to secure sexual "release". This is probably the 
"plot" of the film - and, at that juncture, could 
have been the basis for a reasonably "in- 
teresting" film. 
The heroine- if you can believe the story- is 
preparing herself to be a teacher of deaf 
children. In the process she tries 
eve/'y strategem to force her 
marr ied proffessor to Seduce her. 
When he leaves he haunts what surely must be 
some of the sleaziest "bars" ever dreamed up by 
Hollywood. In the pursuit of "sex" she allows 
herself to be abused by just about every type of 
freak in Kinsey's (and more recent) sex surveys, 
including "gays", exhibitionists, and impotent 
males. 
After some unbelievable classroom scenes 
when she becomes a teacher of economically 
underprivi leged eaf children, the movie 
reaches its "climax". 
Would you believe it? This proves to be a 
horribly, sick: sick, seemingly hours long display 
of film broken up into jerky flashes of strobe- 
light glimpses of the heroine being horribly 
beaten and slashed to death, frame by frame, 
until a last shot of a series that grows smaller 
and smaller, shows her death distored face- 
about a foot or so square- on the all black movie 
screen. 
And that is the end.., oh yes. I forgot. She and 
her attacker are, of course, nude, throughout her 
l~ing struggle with th e knife-wielding slayer. 
Report from 
the Legislature 
Stealing News Service 
VICTORIA - Cyril Shelford .(B.C. Skeena) has 
thrown down the gauntlet of legislative reform 
be~'ore the house. 
If the MLAs'pick up they will probably do 
more to ensure decent legislation for/future 
generations of British Columbians than any 
other action they could take. 
Shelford has called for the creation of an all- 
party committee toexamine reform of the house, 
but his call is likely to go unheeded. 
The house has been robbed of its original 
~eurpose - the  creation and implementation f
gislation which would ensure the health and 
survival of the community it serves. 
That job has been taken over, essentially, by 
cabinet ministers and civil servants. 
"Debate has lost its mcaning," said Shelford in 
a recent interview, "since everybody knows the 
outcome before they enter the house." 
He went on to say •that debate has degenerated 
into a series o~ personal put-downs which in no 
This important 
32151~by • route into downtown 
Terrace, B.C. Terrace is presently 
dangerous and should not 
Dear Sirs: be allowed to continue as 
Please accept this a threat o the lives of 
letter, and the ac- Terrace rasidents~ 
companying 100-plus 
petition signatures oi  It should be mentioned 
Terrace and Terrace- that this petition was only 
area residents, as an briefly circulated, and 
indication of extreme assuredly could have bad 
concern regarding the many times the number 
need fo ra  pedestrian of signatures present if 
walkway over the C.N.R. time had so allowed. 
tracks on Kalum Street. Gentlemen, I am sure 
To more specifically ~,ou are familiar'with this 
state this concern the zssue. Some years'ago, 
following statement Was during the days when the 
circulated in the above tlew Little'Bridge was 
mentioned petition: be ing  planned, it was 
• r decided to use'Keith 
"We, the undersigned, Avenue as a semi-bypass 
strongly request that the route for Highway 16 
District of Terrace traffic. This decision 
arrange immediately for meant hat some means 
the construction of a was necessary, to cross 
pedestrian walk- the C.N.R. tracks with a 
way over -  the fa i r ly  substant ia l  
Canadian National . overpass structure. This 
Railwa X Yards at If, alum overpass link was to be 
,.;~;.~.:;:.'_~:;:~:;'..'..:.:;:...:.:.....:. .. . .. ... .~...:.........~.............~.......~.;-..~.~.....~.;..-... ~ . . .  
way further the interests of the province. 
He is absolutely right. 
And his solution is just as right~ Throw open 
legislation to free votes. Let the members 
debate and change it as they see fit. Free them 
from the restraints of party discipline so they 
can create legislation the way they're supposed 
to instead of reducing them to the level of put- 
down artists. , " . 
Shelford's econd reform is equally needed. 
reduce the time members it in~he house. At 
• ' 'S  present the members are wastingj~e taxpayer 
money. They repeat ad nausium the truisms of 
their party's philosophy, painting the opposing 
side in terms appropriate only for.the denizens of 
hell. They convince no one. The speeches serve 
no purpose. Far better to limit the length and 
number of speeches and give the members time 
to prepare so they'll have something worthwhile 
to say. 
Premier Bennett says he is sympathetic, to
Sbeiford's ideas and some members of the NDP 
have voiced sympathy for She!ford's frustration 
with the system. 
But will they get togethe r to push the reforms 
through? . i ;  . 
The answer to that queshon ~i tragically, no: 
Or at least it's highly uniikel~ - Unless British 
Columbians get on their members' backs and 
make them do something. 
Both parties believe' they'll win the next 
election and neither uling coterie in either party 
w~nts to give up the power they now posses.. 
Too bad, because right now B.C is burdened by 
~ about 36 non-cabinet le~!slators who have a 
whole lot more skills and abilities than making 
long-winded speeches and pulling funny faces at 
each other• 
heavy use structure, so 
the utmost care was 
needed, in its planning 
and~desil In,by municipal 
(,fficials. The situation 
was further comvlicated 
C.N.R.'s insistence 
tliat if an overpass was 
allowed over its property, 
the Municipality had to 
give up one of its existing 
on-groun grade 
crossing~ What came 
• out of a of this was a 
final decisio~ to take a 
perpendicular right-of- 
way from betweet, the 
properties of Pohle 
Lumber and McGillis & 
Gibbs, build a vehicle 
overpass on this right-of- 
way, and give up the on- 
ground grade crossing on 
Kalum Street for the 
overhead rights to 
C.N.R.'s landunder what 
was to become the Sande 
Overpass. This decision 
made possible the 
building of the new Little 
Bridge crossing the 
Skeena, the widening and 
upgrading of Keith 
Avenue to highway 
standards, the con- 
struction, of the SaMe 
Overpass and the more 
effiment operation of 
C.N.R.'s yards. 
Before proceeding I 
would like to apologize 
for any errors in the" 
reconstruction of past. 
events. U )n inquiry to 
Municip~ ~ff regarding 
,these ev ~ r was told 
that records were 
microfilmed and filed 
and that no index had 
been' made. allowing 
retrieval of these files. 
With the final con- 
struction of the new 
bridge and overpass one 
would assume the issues 
of a Highway 16 semi- 
bypass and ilhproved 
internal traffic cir- 
'culation for Terrace had 
been resolved. " Un- 
existence seen accidents 
and death, has caused 
congestion, is generally 
inaccessible, causes 
strain and discomfort to 
the driving public, and 
~ostimportantlyseverely ' 
r~stricts the mobility of 
pedestrians. 
Since there is little 
possibility that the Sands 
Overpass could be torn 
down or altered in a way 
to maximize its. ef- 
ficiency, perhaps Council 
would consider 
remedying the spin-off 
problem to which the 
Petition is ultimately 
.addressed.~ 
• When the Kaium Street 
grade crossing was 
abandoned by the 
Municipality a serious 
threat to life and property 
was eliminated. For this, 
past Council should be 
congratulated. No one 
could argue the fact that 
vehicles and trains just 
do not mix. But in solving 
one problem another 
perhaps more serious 
problem was created. 
Kalum Street is the most 
.direct, convenient, and 
• accessible pedestrian 
route into downtown 
Terrace for a hefty 
percentage of Terrace 
area residents. This 
traditional pedestrian 
route was replaced by a 
route that requires the 
risky crossing of busy 
Keith Avenue, which is in 
effect Highway16, and 
and inconvenient detour 
of approximately % mile 
to get to Greig ahd 
Kalum. By comparison, 
the old route included the 
crossing of then dead-end. 
and less than bu~y Keith 
Avenue and a 50 -yard 
walk across a signalled. 
and relatively safe grade 
crossing. As with many 
cities it seems that in the 
rush toserve  the 
fortunately this has not automobile, the 
proven to be the case, , pedest?ian's needs were 
When the" Sande ignored.' 
Overpass and ~c-  . TO stop traffic across 
companying Keith . the Kalum Street grade 
Avenue widening are cement raffic barriers 
examined, inlight of even were installed, : the 
the most basic tran- signals were removed, 
sportation planning and two small "NO 
principles, it becomes TRESPASSING I' signs 
painfully clear that these were put up b~ C.N.R ~. 
improvements do not, T b.~e ~evices adequately 
se~entsTear:a~est ar;~ ' ~oppedl~t~ffic bout h~ve 
p 
possibly could./ Sande'pedestrians from u.sing 
cushions? 
If we can get some sort of dialog going- with 
the kids who do the vandalizing and those who 
suffer from theeffects, perhaps we might be able 
to see some sense behind the whole pat~rn- and 
arrive at a solution• 
Miracles have been known to happen. Give it a 
try. We'll print your letters. 
common to see people of 
all ages and status using 
the old crossing. Women 
pass groceries to children 
under boxcars, kids drag 
bicycles over coupled 
cars and the general 
walking public must 
negotiate six sets of 
tracks from one side of 
the yard to the other. 
There has been death and 
serious injury ' directly 
caused by the steady, and 
perhaps even growing, 
use of this traditional 
route .  
It is realized that the 
use of the route is not 
allowed by law, but 
because of the unrealistic 
costs of full-time long- 
term enforcement con- 
! 
the Provincial Ministry of 
Highways, the local 
M.L.A.'s office, and I. 
Campagnolo's office, it 
was indicated that the 
issue of a pedestrian 
overpass may ultimately 
be the responsibility of 
the Terrace Municipalit 
itself. In this case I
respectfully ask that this 
project be budgeted for 
entirely under this or 
next year's Municipal 
Capital Improvement 
Program. With the 
construction f many new 
businesses in the 
Municipality and the 
subsequent increase in 
the tax base it is not 
unreasonable to ask that 
this project be built from 
the first of these funds 
stant patrolling of the available. 
route is not feasible. If it can realistically be 
Another solution, that of shown that • the 
fencing the entire C.N.R. Municipality will not 
yard from trespass i also have funds to complete 
financially unrealistic, this project in the near 
not to mention tiie fact future, I would encourage 
that fences rarely keep the Municipality or a 
everyone out of the areas local serwce club to 
they supposedly protect, organize a fund raising, 
What this letter is drive to augment any 
asking in the wa~, of a monies t~at are 
positive solution ]s that available. I personally 
Council take immediate pledge $50 to such a fund 
steps to provide a safe, if its need can be 
elevated pedestria n .. establishe. 
crossing of the C.N.R. Gentlemen, please 
tracks at Kalum Street• excuse the length of this 
It is roughly estimated letter. It was written in 
that this work would cost an attempt o somehow 
in the area of $100,000 a focus the need for the 
fraction of the cost spent pedestrian overpass and 
to accomodate the to fix responsibility on the 
automobile in Terrace. Municipality for sup- 
The immediate start of plying a speedy solution 
engineering design for to a public safety danger 
this much needed than.has be.en tolerated 
structure would not only far too Ion. 
help to remedy some of No adverse reflection 
the dangerous in- on the current or past 
conveniences of the Councils i intended as it 
Sande Overpass, but is realized that this 
contribute greatly to the problem is a complex one 
livability of Terrace as a requiring serious plan- 
cominunity, ning. I am awaiting a 
Because the safety of response to this sub- 
area. residents, and mission and would be 
especially safet of 
~hildren is involve~, it is' glad to assist in Clarifying 
any points that have been not inconceivable that nhade. 
Federal funds, C.N.R. Yours truly, 
financial cooperation, or Doug Aberley 
even financial material ' 
or labour, support of cc: Iona Campagnolo, 
service clubs and area MP 
businesses may be. Cyril Shelford, MLA 
available if the Hugh Curtis, Minister 
Municipality embarked of Municipal Affairs 
on a vlgorous campaign Terrace and Kitimat 
to solicite these funds. Daily Herald 
Upon personal ver- C.N.R. 
balcommunication with 
! :  
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689 welfare recipients in N,W. 
were placed in jobs during '77 
by Tony MacGregor 
VICTORIA - Human Resources workers have 
found jobs for 689 welfare recipients in Prince 
Rupert, Smithers and Terrace in 1977, Bill 
Vander Zalm, minister of Human resources, 
said Friday. ," 
The recipients were found jobs under the 
Provincial Rehabilitation and Employmenl 
Program (PREP) which began in July of 1976. 
A total of 10,544 welfare recipients were placed 
in jobs in B.C. in 1977. 
"The responses I have received from people 
who have been helped by PREP  are gratifying 
and are another indication to me that, given an 
opportunity, most people would rather work than 
collect welfare," saidVander Zalm. 
He said under the present system, employable 
welfare applicants are referred to PREP  which 
discourages applications by people who are 
capable of seeking work. 
Recipients with employable skills while next 
year's program will involve people, with chronic 
unemployment problems.' 
"PREP is not a job creation program. It's a 
service aimed at helping people find jobs that 
are available," he said. "If we find a different 
'.ype of help is required, we will be shifting 
emphasis to meet the needs." 
• VICTORIA -- Community program grant-, 
totalling $31,B76 have been earmarked for the 
Terrace area, Bill Vander Zalm, minister of 
human resources, announced recently. 
Terrace and District Community Services 
Society will receive $20,542 for mothers' elf help 
counselling while the volunteer co-ordinator and 
crisis line will receive $10,334. 
~atre'goers who'attend the Vancouver Playhouse by the Clarence Michiel Choir before the play. "Loot" 
'torm~nce of "Loot" in the R.E.M. Lee Theatre begins at 8:15 and the choir will be singing in the lobby 
Ly 17 will also be treated tb a special performance beginning a t  7!45 p.m. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Thornhill Elementary Speech Arts Winners at Music 
Festival April 25. Miss Veronica Bernabe's victorious 
Grade 5 scored 87 points to come in first. 
_ _ . . - - - -  ~ _ - -  : - - -  _ : " 
KERMODE THEATRE '78 
. . . . .  . . . . . -  
T" ?'. 
by Ashley Proceviat 
Add award winning student plays to out- 
standing professional performances and you get 
Kermode Theatre '7B, the British Columbia Hig.h 
School Drama Festival. All this will happen in 
Terrace May 17-20 at the R.E.M. Lee Theatre. 
Santo CerveUo, mimist, Ian Booth, monologist. 
and the Vanc6uver Playhouse Theatre, all 
professional performers, will come to Terrace to" 
highlight the drama festival. These per- 
formances, plus the student plays are all open 
for the public to come and enjoy 
"Loot" will be staged Wednesday, May 17, at 9 
p.m.'at he R.E.M. Lee Theatre. Santo Cervello 
will perform Thursday and Friday.May 1~ and 19 
at:3:30g.m, intheVeritas gymnasmm. Clarence 
Michiel gym will see Ian Booth perform Thur- 
sday and Friday May 18 and 19 at 3:30 p.m. 
Tickets for the afternoon performances can be 
purchased at the door for $1.00 per person. 
Santo Cervello will mime Franz Kafka's 
"Metamorphosis" directed by Ray Logic. 
"Metamorphosis" begins when George Samsa 
wakes one morning only to find himself tran- 
sposed into a gigantic !nsect. Cervello, a master 
of mime, makes this production ~succeed. 
Through his performance the unseen becomes 
seen, the familiar, unfamiliar. The real becomes 
enlarged and distorted,, the fantastic is made 
commonplace. The result is the undeniably 
comic, dearly absurd and ultimately tragic tale 
of a young man uncertain of just who, where, or 
what he is. 
Cervello, a star with an  international 
reputation has just returned to Vancouver from 
a tour of Canada nd the United States where he 
rformed in the Carnegie Recital Hall in New 
rkCity to the acclaim of critics and audience 
alike. Cervelk/received his initial training in 
B.C. and later went on to" study inPoland. At 
the British .Columbia One Act Finals Cervello 
received the Best .Actor award in 1972. He has 
written man.y plays, three of which have been 
J . L . . '  ~ ~f t  
produced by the CBC. D-0n'£: mi.~s" th i s  c. 
comp!ished man's perfoi'mance May ~ ano t~ at 
Veritas gym. Veritas gym. 
- -.- ..-':-: . ",:,- 
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Kitinmt Chief swears 
By smoke, .fire detectors 
"By hook or by crook 
I'm .gonna get smoke 
7 • , ~ ,  f 
K~mat"~FZ Ch ie f  B i l l  Daw~son d i sp layss"~'~e s m & e  
detector and fire prevention literature distributed by 
the NFPA. 
detectors in every home 
in Kitimat before I leave 
as Fire Chief," says 
Kitimat Fire Chief Bill 
Dawson. Dawson ex- 
plained that the two most 
recent fires involving 
fatalities in the Kitimat 
area, both mobile home 
fires, might have had the 
live saved if a smoke 
detector was in the home. 
The fire prevention laws 
in various areas of 
Canada re now starting 
to recognize the benefits 
of smoke detectors. 
Peterborough Ontario 
has recently passed 
municipal by-laws in- 
sisting on. smoke 
detectors in every home. 
On a larger scale Alberta 
now has province:wide 
legislation making smoke 
detectors mandatory. 
"Smoke detectoi~ give 
people enough time to 
escape from most fires," residences following two 
says Dawson. The chief "close calls," according 
explained that the to Dawson. 
Canadian Fire Service Facts on fires (most of 
has an ongoing program, which did not have smoke 
called Edith (exit, drills detectors), are being 
in the home), to educate compiled by the NFPA, 
the public, the internat ional -  
• "All grade five National Fire Prevention 
students in the Kitimat Association, and should 
area get a chance to see someday be the basis for 
the film on. Edith and legislative-type 
become familiar with the .protections. 
necessityof fire safety. There are two basic 
We. chose grade five types of detectors -- the 
because it is an ira- ionization and 
pressionable age of photoelectric. 
student," says Dawson. Dawson says the 
Recently Alean and photoelectric s best for 
Eurean have sponsored "flash type fires" and the 
ionization is best for slow fire safety programs by 
allowing their employees procuring fires. 
to purchase smoke "All serious fires 
detectors at a cut-rate reported in Kitimat over 
price. Alcan should be the past two Or three 
recognized for installing a years have had NO 
200 smoke detectors in smoke detectors , "  
their employee concludes Dawson. 
Discover Vancouver Island. 
:. ,2 7. ~;;, . . . . .  t'fef~' tb ,V.icfbfia' nt1 a"' 
. . . . . . . . . . .  birot olo inglan, ('q~aat's hat, 
you mean you've never had tea at 
the Empress!) 
Visit our grand and glorious 
Parliament Buildings. 
Pick up an antique, or two. 
Look up to the world's tallest 
totem pole at Beacon Hill Park. 
And see why Butchar~ Gardens 
are so bloomin' wonderful. 
Picnic in a primeval forest at 
Cathedral Grove and feel small 
beside giant Dougla.s Firs over a 
thousand years old. 
t 
Take a long walk along Long 
Beach ~. And hop atmai'd the 
Uchuck III at'C~old River for an 
all-day cruise to historic Nootka 
• .So u~. ~d where you-know-who first 
ldnddd200 years ago. 
Take a peek at the pe~oglyphs 
near Nanaimo. 
Fall hook, line and' sinker for 
incredible Campbell River. And 
dig for clams at Qualicum Beach. 
Then catch the Queen of Prince 
Rupert at Kelsey Bay and sail up 
the breathtaking Inside Pa,~sage to 
Prince Rupert. 
'" ~ ,~ ~ ...... i...... 
. .~"  :¢ ..... ~ .:. ' . . 
::~:'::~.,.::...." ~ ~:- . . ' . . . . . .  
...... ~,'.:~.~.~; : ~ : . . . . . . . .  
Then discover Vancouver :sland 
For more superduper things to this year. In super natural 
see and do, write: British Columbia. 
Tourism British Columbia, 
Parliamont Buildings, ~ TOURISM BRITISH COI.UMBIA 
Victoria V8W' 2Z2. ~ HOn. C m,XC~. ,McCAR1 tIY, ,\IlNISII R. 
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Soccer champs battle 
Europe's best 
LONDON (Rueter) - 
Tottenham Hotspur and 
Southampton made sure 
of returning to the 
English First Division by 
tieing 0-0 on Southamp- 
ton's ground today. 
This was the highlight 
of the final day of the 
league soccer season, 
which turned out to be 
crucial for many of the 
teams involved in 
motton and relegation 
les. 
It was a disastrous day 
for West Ham, which lost 
2-0 at home to Lllverpool, 
and now look almost sure 
to go down after 20 years 
in the First Division. 
Wolves are the only 
champions with a 0-0 
home tie with Fulham. 
Wrexham and Cam- 
bridge were promoted 
from the Third Division. 
Peterborough, beaten 4-3 
at Chester today, will 
accompany them if they 
win their one remaining 
match. Ifnot, Preston 
moves up. 
The relegation battle 
frpm the Second 'Division 
remains confused 
although Mansfield and 
Hull are definitely down. 
Orient, Football 
Association F.A. Cup 
semi-finalists a few 
eeks ago, tied 1-1 at 
ansfield and are 
favorites to go with them. 
The two fdams in the 
the final. 
Rookie Jim Nelford of 
Pturnaby, B.C., missed 
he cut of 143 or better 
..,itha 73 for 147. George 
?:hudson of Toronto had 
a second-roud 76for 151. 
Of the first seven 
players, only Trevino and 
Player have ever won, a 
fact that makes them the 
outstanding favorites 
despite their positiom 
just off the lead. 
Player, who came from 
seven, ~ seven and three 
strokes back in the last 
three rounds to win the 
Masters, Tournament of 
Champions and Houston 
Open, is seeking to 
become the third man in 
history to win four con- 
"spent most of the season 
chasing champion 
Nottingham Forest, had 
some consolation with a 
6-0 win over Chelsea. 
Bob latehford, the 
England striker, scored 
the two goals he needed to 
clinch an $18,000 
newspaper prize for 
scoring 30 goals in the 
league. 
He left it late. This was 
Everton's last match and 
he did not score until the 
72nd minute. His 30th 
came siz minutes later 
from the penalty spot. 
Forest was presented 
With 'the championship 
trophy beiore its match 
with Birmingham. But 
.the game ended in a -0. tie 
and ~ Forest missed the 
NEW ORLEANS (AP). 
The surprise leader at the 
halfway point, longshot 
rookie D.A. Weibring, 
isn't even thinking about 
winning the $200,000 New 
Orleans open golf tour- 
nament. 
But Gary Player and 
Lee Trevino are. 
"Now it looks like I'll 
have to shoot something 
like 67-67 to win ," Trevino 
said after his second- 
round 70 had dropped him 
Player and Trevino 
challenged 
a 67 in pursuit of a fourth • two shots behind 
Weibring after 36 holes. 
"I 'm tr~,ing to win four 
in a row, said a grim- 
faced Player. "And if.I 
make it, I II be trying to 
win five in a row." 
The South African, 
whose dramatic 
comebacks have 
produced three con- 
secutive victories and 
captured the imagination 
of the golfing world, shot 
consecutive triumph, a 
feat • accomplished 26 
years ago. 
"I'm not even thinking 
of winning," said 
Weibring, 24. "There's 
no way I an be favored 
with Trevino and Player 
right there..I'm honored 
to be in sucn company. 
I'll just tryto play we!!. 
Weibring tireu an ezgm- 
under-par 64 Friday, 
Home.teams lead Youth bowlers 
other team still in danger F.A. Cupfinai, to be 
: and they need only one played next Saturday, secutive tournaments, chance of matching 
point from two matches for safety. Newcastle had a contrasting day. Jack Burke, in 1952, was Leeds' record of 67 points 
and Leicester already are Arsenal boat Mid- the last. in a First-Division The three-day 
relegated, dlesbrough 1-0 with a Everton , which have season. 
Frank Stapleton header 
Brighton was the despite the distraction of 
unlucky team in the a chicken that was 
Second Division. It beat brought onto the field by 
Blackpool 2-1 at home but a fan. Police took care of 
Tottenham's draw meant both fan and chicken. 
THUNDERBAY (CP) - 
-Northern Ontario 
dominated play in the 
opening day of the 1978 
National Youth Bowling 
Council championships 
Friday, leading in or 
sharing the leadin six of 
12 classifications. 
Sask., on the girls', each 
at 5-1, lead the bantam 
team events. 
Canadian YBC five-pin 
championship meet 
Featherweight retains continues today with a 
title by fifth round field of 278 bowlers from 
nineprovincial zones. 
LOS ANGELES (AP) A 26-year-old from Sadbury bowlers were 
the end of their brave Ipswich was crushed 6- - -  Alexis Arguello of Managua who was the leading in both bantam 
at~m.ptto reach the top lbyAstonVilla. Ithad 17 Nicaragua, World Boxing former World Boxing single events. Cathy 
mwmon 1or me zirstume, year-oldPaul Overton in Council super- Association feather-  Davidson, with four wins 
featherweight champion, weight king, Arguello and a tie in six games, 
BOLTON TIES goal for the first time but stopped Rey Tam of the stunned Tam with a short leads in the girls' 
Bolten became the regular gnalkeepor'~Paul Phillipines in the fifth right early in the fifth division. Louis Viscentin 
Second -Division Cooper should be back for round[saturday to retain round, then began "a tied Kyle Bailey of Rich- 
" B a s e b a l l  his title, vicious a=ault with corn- mond'B.C. , each with 5-I 
Arguello, making the binations and  referee records, on the boys' 
first defence of his crown, Rudy Jordan stopped the side. 
~- , -Am Leag took control of the fight bout atl:54 of the round. In the junior singles, i e r l c a n  H e  almost immediately, The champion ran his Bob Grieder of Min- 
cutting the challenger's record to 54-3, 44 nedosa, Man. had a 6-0 
by THE ASSOCIATED "He has always been a right eye in the first knockouts, with the mark. Lynn Meilleur of 
PRESS : super clutch RBI man," round, then continuing to victory. Tam, 27, of Elliot Lake Ont., and 
When Texas Rangers said Taxas' AI Oliver, shelled out $2.8 million to who prec.ed.ed the game- ~core heavily with Manila was unbeaten Tracy Melnyk, of Win- 
combinations until the going into the fight and nipeg, shared the girls' 
sign free-agent Richie winning homer with a finish, now is 25-1. lead with 6-0 records. 
Ziak to a 10-year contract, bloop single tolead off the Leonard Leveille of 
: they  were expecting a llth. "It didn't surprise Nati al Leag e clean.uphitter who would me at all." Earlton, Ont., had a 6-0 
: belt home runs, drive in Yankees 3 Twins 1 on U senior boys singles record. Janet McCaakill 
runs and produce in the Ed Figueroa fired a of North Bay, Ont., and 
clutch. ~ five-hitter as the Yankees by the ASSOCIATED balks and Chicago Cubs Chris Allard of Gatineau, 
And that's exactly what won their third in.a row PRESS dommitted three errors Que., tied for the girls' 
they've gotten, and raised their record to Jerry Martin has an lead with 5-1 marks. 
Ziak, who hit a two-run 9-8, the first time this answer for everything. St. John's Nfld. on the 
single in the sizth inning, season that the defending he can't help it if they all boys' side, and Yorkton, 
belteda two-run homer in world champions have sound., al ike.  . 
on one play but still 
nipped ALANTA Braves 
4:3 in 10 innings. 
DODGERS TRIM 
CARDS 
Els3where, Los 
the 11th Friday night to 
ve the Rangers a 5-4 
ctory over Boston Red 
Sox. it was his seventh 
~ home run  of the season, ~; ty ipg  hi /n .  for the 
American League lead; 
and his third game- 
winning homer. He has 
driven " 19 runs in 17 
games. 
Elsewhere in the 
American League, New 
York Yankees beat 
Minnesota Twins 3-1 , 
Baltimore Orioles 
defeated Chicago White 
Sox 6-4, Kansas City 
Toyals edged Milwaukee 
Brewers 7-6, Cleveland 
Ir~,dians topped Oakland 
A s 6-2, California Angels 
trimmed Toronto Blue 
Jays 5-4 and' Detroit 
Tigers beat Seattle 
Mariners 5-4. 
The Red Sox had taken 
a 4-3 lead in the top of the 
111h when Carlton Fisk 
raced home on a throwing 
error by Texas second 
baseman Bump Wills. 
But Zisk's homer, off 
Boston reliever Bill 
Campbell, 1-2, sent Texas 
to its fourth victory in a 
row and fifth in the last 
s~x games. 
Edwards signs 
CFL big money 
'tORONTO (CP) -  
Jimmy Edwards , the 
star running back for 
Hamilton Tiger Cats, 
signed a multi-year 
million-dollar contract 
Friday with the Canadian 
Football League club. 
Edwards, the 1,000- 
yard rusher who won the 
Scheuley Award as the 
CFL's outstanding player 
last season, earned 
a30100 in 1977. 
The contract, worked 
out by Ticat president 
Ralph Sazio and Ed- 
ward's agent Andrew 
Benson of Houston, Tex., 
wa~ approved Friday by 
Raznilton owner Harold 
BaUard. 
"Taking into account 
the base salary, incentive 
bonuses and the length of 
the contract, it wo~d not 
be' far out to say that 
Jimmy wflll make a 
million dollars," said 
Sazio. 
"This contract is such 
that he'll be in Hamilton 
for the rest of his playing 
career, However, it is not 
a no-cut contract. He has 
no guarantees. He must 
make the team every 
year," 
Edwards was traded to 
Hami l ton  from Montreal 
Alo,uettos before the 1976 
season started, 
In the junior teams Thunder Bay held the 
divisions, Kelowna, B.C, senior boyslead witha 5-1 
boys were on top at 6- mark while Coquitlam, 
0.Two shared the .girls B.C. was unbeaten i  six 
lead at 5-1: Markham, starts among the senioz 
"Ont., and Cornerbrookl girls. 
Nfid. . 
matching the course 
record on the Lakewood 
Country Club layout. It 
represented .the best 
score of his brief pro 
career. 
ROOKIES LEAD 
His 133 total, 11 under 
was a single shot 
tter than another 
rookie Pat McGowan, 
who birdied his first three 
holes on the way to a 66 
and 134. 
Trevino,  Fuzzy Zoeler 
and Mike Shea were next 
at 135. Zoeller and Shea 
each shot 65 in the ideal 
playing conditions that 
produced some of the 
lowest scores of the year 
on the pro tour. 
Player and Phil 
Hancock were another 
stroke back at 136. 
Hancock shot a 68. 
been above .500. • The Philadephia right 
Orioles 6 White Sox 4 fielder cut down Gene 
AI Bumbry hit a solo Richards at the plate in 
homer and Eddie Murray the first inning Friday 
belted a grand slam !as nightwhen the.SanrDiego 
Balt imore scored five speedster tried to store 
runs in the eighth inning from second on .Dave 
to beat Chicago. The Winfield's single. . 
victory ended the Orioles' What about it, Jerry? 
four-game losing streak. "When I let go, I knew I
Royals 7 Brewers 6 • had a shot at it," Martin 
Kansas City rallied for said. 
three runs in the eighth Then he hit a three-run 
inning to beat the homer off Bob Owchinko 
Brewers. ' John Wathan in the sixth inning, lifting 
• andFrank White had RBI 
singles and Pete LaCock 
drove in the winning run 
with a sacrifice fly. 
Indians 6 A's 2 
Cleveland rallied for 
four runs in the eighth 
inning to beat the A's. 
Buddy Bell, Willie Horton 
and Rick Manning had 
RBI singles in the inning 
and another un scored 
while A's second 
baseman Mike Edwards 
held on to the. hall while 
arguing with umpire Joe 
Brinkinan. • 
the Phillies to a 3-2 
National Loage baseball 
win over the Padres. 
Did you get all of it, 
Jerry? 
"I knew it had a good 
chance as soon as I hit 
it." 
Martin's heroics 
highlighted a bizarre 
evening in the National 
League in which Houston 
Astros protested a 6-3 loss 
to Montreal Expos after 
they were hit with con- 
secutive run-scoring 
Angeles Dodgers 
thum.~pod St. Louis 
Cardinals 7.-1, Cincinnati 
Rods downed New .York 
Mets 5-1 and San Fran- 
cisco Giants edged Pitt- 
sburgh Pirates 5-4. 
Unbeaten Ross 
Grimstey scattered nine 
hits and became the first 
pitcher in Montreal's 10- 
ear major league 
story to wm four games 
in the month of April. 
Hetty Cruz hit his first 
two home runs of the 
season and pinch-hitter 
Larry Biittner singled 
hofiae the winning rpn. 
with two out in the z0th to 
pace Chicago ~,er. Atlant. 
Chicago relief ace Br,me 
SuRer, who faces five 
ba::ers and shuck out 
'our of them in earning 
~e victory, has fanned 
rune of the last 11 batters 
he has faced. 
Hospitality Test 
The SPECIAL edition 
YAMAHAS 
sTh:XrS2~h}~t"eub~obr~e~°skt~amr~ See the Spec,al Ed,t, on 
low seat height will make this model the 
most popular in its class. $1p74~ I Yamahas today! 
TOOVEY SERVICE 
4946 Greig Dealer Lieence Number 02013A 636-6929 
CANUCK 
A CANADIAN COMPANY 
TRUCK 
RENTAL 
Crew Cabs, ¾ Tons, 
V2 Tons, Suburbans, 
, '  \ 
Jimmies, Conventional 
and 4x4's. 
 For rental information 
If you were a. visitor, who would I /  * oontaot Terraoe Agent: 
you rather gwe a tip to? 
• It pays to smile. Especially to visitors. Th~spend more ~ " ~ ' - ~ - ' ~ ' ~  
than a" bfl]i°n d°llars here' every year' Which a'Tfect's all ' " '  M E a" 'c'w-n 
our salaries, wages, taxes and costs of living. So let s be , .  J i m  
friendly, helpful and courteous to strangers. And wear a " 
super smile, whatever we do. Let's mal~e everyone feel 
welcome in British Columbia this year. , " 
For full Information abobt Tourism British Columbia's Telephone 636.494i 
• Hospitality Certificate Course, call Ted Taylor 636-1464 Dealer Lioenee Humber 14J2A i: Terraoe, B J), 
after 6 p ,m,  ~ - 
• \ 
By AL COLLETTI 
UNIONDALE, N.Y. 
(CP) -- Lanny McDonald 
had one sudden-doeth 
chance for glory. He took 
it and his Toronto Maple 
Leafs are in the Stanley 
Cup semi-finals for the 
first time since 1967. 
Itwas a weird ending to 
a brutal seven-game 
National Hockey League 
quarter-final series 
between the Maple Leafs 
and New York Islanders 
that went bumping and 
grinding to the very end 
when McDonald shot over 
goalie Glenn Resch's 
gloved hand at 4:13 of 
overtime• It gave Toronto 
a 2-1 decision and a 4-3 
series'victury. 
The Islanders had 
enough chances to win by 
• a wide margin in 
regulation play, and in 
the overtime ~riod Billy 
Harris, who didn't score a 
single point in the series, 
walked in on young Mike 
Palmateer but was 
stopped .cold. 
McDonald, who had his 
share of hitting posts in 
the series, did not choke 
on his winning effort 
although e saidhe didn't 
know exactly where he 
was shooting. 
Denis Potvin put the 
Islanders in front in the 
first period with a 35-foot 
screened shot and 
defenceman Ian Turn- 
"bull, a standout .in the 
sieries, scored the tying 
goal in the second period 
on a perfect pass from 
Jinuny Jones. 
In the jubilant Toronto 
dressing room, Dave 
(Tiger) Williams aid the 
Islanders, after takin.g a 
2-0 lead in the series, 
became overconfident. 
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Toronto "wrecking crew'" give Leafs chance 
1 
at Stanley Cup- N.Y. downed 2-1 
"All of a sudden, the 
series was tough and the3' 
had to dig down and it 
• wasn't here." 
WRECKING CREW 
STARS 
The Toronto wrecking 
crew led by such' 
stalwarts as Williams, 
Dan Maioney and captain 
Darryl Sittler did a job on 
the Islanders that caught 
up with them eventually. 
And for the finale, New 
York had a rash of in- 
juries to key players, in- 
Cluding thek bestcentre, 
Bryan Trottier, who 
played with a broken j~w. 
Trottier was hurt in the 
third game on Toronto ice 
and the injury was 
aggravated in the sixth 
game when he andHarris 
crashed, forcing Trottier 
to wear a wired mask. 
McDonald, who had his 
nose broken in the series, 
said the winning gonl 
came on a play that the 
Leafs worked on during 
practice. 
It started when Turn- 
bull came up on the left 
side. 
• "Just before he crossed 
the blue line, I cut into the 
middle to try and split the 
defence and he (Turn- 
bull) shot high," Mc- 
Donald said. " 
"I knock~,d it down with 
my glove. It came off my 
pads and it Imided right 
m front of me. Resch was 
coming out and I knew 
that ff I could get it Dver 
his glove we had the 
hockey game, and for- many of the players Islanders, who guided the 
'unately it just went couldn't believe they team toits first Campl~ll 
:vet." Conference and Patrick 
McDonald credited 
.njured defenceman 
Borje Salming, out of the 
• ~neup since the. fourth 
game, with being an 
inspiration to the team by 
~calllng Uniondale to wish 
the team success. 
The Leafs open their 
best-of seven semi-final 
agains~ Montreal 
C~nadiens in the Forum 
'on Tuesday night while 
Philadelphia Flyers play Canada is' still playing 
the Bruins in Boston the |giveawa; at the world 
.same night, ihockey .~hampionship 
• Roger Neilson, the i and head coach Harry 
rookie Toronto coach, l Howell is worried despite 
said at this ~int he Jan easy 6-2 victory 
couldn't even think about Friday night over East 
the Cenadiens. 
~ANAIDII~NS , 
AmtESTED 
The Maple Leafs have 
been in nine playoff 
games including tlie pair 
a~ainst Los Angeles 
Kings. On the other hand,. 
the Canadiens are  
.were eliminated. 
Again there was a Division championship, 
touch, of misplaced was downheartened. 
nationalism as the fans In a day or two, when 
booed and hissed during several Islanders players 
the playing of 0 Canada.. line up for treatment, the 
.CoachAl Arbour of the. extent of their injuries 
Team Canada slow 
to  break score 
PRAGUE (CP) 
comparatively well- 
rested since they have 
been idle for a week after 
eliminating Detroit Red 
Wings in five games. 
"I'm sure in the first' 
couple of games in 
particular we're going to 
feel  it," Neilson said. 
"Luckily, we've got two 
full days off and we 
should be able to regroup 
by that time and be 
The Islanders' dressing 
room was shut for a brief 
period.after the loss and 
Germany,  a team 
promoted from the B 
division this year and one 
that will be lucky to win a 
single game. • 
But errant passes 
aren't the only problem 
for the Canadians who 
now have a I-I record, 
having lost to Finland 6-4 
in their opener the night 
before. The club has yet 
to play a full 60 minutes of 
consistent hockey. 
"Once again we ran 
into a team that we 
completely outclassed 
and outplayed inthe first 
period. " said Howell. 
"But the same thing 
happened as last night. 
We essedupin the second 
period. Fortunatel~ the 
East German team m not 
others. - 
But strangely t~ 
Canadians managed 
outslioot he East Ger- 
mans only in the first 
period-14.7. The Ger- 
mans had a 9-8 edge in the 
second and a 14-11 
margin in the third. As a 
result Canada had only a 
33-30 edge in-shooting 
over an East German 
team that lost 8-0 to the 
defending champion 
Czechoslovakian club. 
The Can~idians played 
without centre Tom 
Lysiak whose bruised 
ankle is not responding to 
treatment. "Rest is the 
only thing that will cure 
it," Howell said, adding 
that he will sit out games 
Sunday against the 
United States and 
Monday against W~t 
.Germany inthe hope h~ll 
be ready for the big game 
against Czechoslovakia 
on Thursday. 
• Howell said the for- 
Whaler's strategy "worked" 
SPRINGFIELD, Mass• 
(AP) - "It's only a start," 
. conceded Whalers coach 
Harry Neale after New 
England whipped Quebec 
Nordiques 5-1 in.the first 
game of the best-of-seven 
Nealeappointed Bolduc said after th'e 
Whalers winger Dan game. "I'm supposed to 
Bolduc to follow Mark "be a good skater, but he 
Tardif, the WHA's tough] me some lessons." 
Both Neale and Nor- regular-season, scoring 
champion with 154points. di.~ues coach Maurice 
Tardif, unable to shake FiUon said they did not 
of the same calibre as the 
Finns." 
Howell found one small 
reason for optimism. 
After their letdown the 
Canadians • came on 
strongly in the latter part 
of the third period, 
something" they were 
unable to do against he 
Finns. 
The outcome of this 
game was never in doubt 
as Canada took a 3;0 lead 
semi-final series in the Bolduc, did not score a ,think..the .checking_ta#~ in the first period, added 
World Hecke point • woma stump Taro  --o in the second and 
Association Friday night. I have a great deal of twice. ; , t .~ ,, - '," "- t ' - -  , ,  . . . , ,  . • • p . , . . . . . ,  a e - , -  -- ne 
Everything we tried, respect for Tardif and I Hawng a shadow...~, third" w~en the East 
do~, ,~n ight , : '  think I . .~od  ~ some nQ..ilz~[new, rorTanm,~*Germans scored both 
!~r~id- ,~,~.~'.'~/'~:~,<~:~ Ct .~f;~;IKl~;~*~;ii!~:~~:~'vetyr~m:'-~ ' . . . . .  ~ : - "* :~ " " '~  
. . . . . . . . .  vees refUsal-to-play DOUBLE SCORERS 
New England con- Will Paiement and 
trolled Friday night's Marcel Dionne scored 
-om'e outshoot~ng two goals each for 
20-13 over the Canada while defen- 
first two periods while - ceman Brad Maxwell and 
building up a 3-0 lead. Pat Hic~ey got ' me 
-[ Baja bikers race [ 
Brian Chewter of He was followed by 
Canada won the fourth Mexico's Jose Luis 
leg • of the Tran- Castaneda who finished 
Baja in 3:32:47 and Adin 
Bike Race Alharran of Venezuela t 
Friday with a tremen- 3:33:56. 
doun sprint at the finish They were followed by 
line. ' Ramasah Calialetdhikov 
wards have been giving 
up the puck'and he's 
mystified as to the reason 
because it's something 
that has happened only in 
the last two games. 
"In the. exhibition 
games we played we 
were just about perfect 
technically," he said, 
referring to two wins over 
Sweden and one over 
Czechoslovakia. "There 
were perhaps six or seven 
glvewaways in an entire 
game. Last night against 
the Finns there were 40 
and tonight we had about 
20. So that's not good but 
at least it's and  im- 
Pr0vement." 
CZECHS BEAT FINNS 
will come out. 
Veteran Eddie Westfall 
aggravated an injury to 
his right, knee but still 
took some key faceoffs 
and the odd spin on the 
ice Saturday night. 
Garry Howatt, who led 
the series in penalties 
with 62 minutes, and 
Gerry Hart suffered 
shoulder injuries but 
played• So did Lorne 
Henning, with badly 
bruised ribs, and Wayne 
Merrick, with a fractured" 
wrist. 
TALKS ABOUT 
REFEREES 
Hart said the referees 
in the three games lost on 
Toronto ice allowed 
c~ertain things that were a 
detriment to hockey. 
"I think the fans up 
there were a direct in- 
fluence on the refereeing. 
It's unfortunate. That 
.was the only time that I 
felt that goonmanship 
layed a part in the series 
• If the referee can't 
read into the situation 
what to expect, he en- 
Nazar  bats  
vital  t ime 
LEICESTER, England 
(Renter) Mudassar 
Nazar, who has made his 
reputation as a stubborn 
opening batsman, played 
a mital role as a bowler 
when the Pakistani 
cricketers dismissed 
Leicestershire for 269 in 
their second tour match 
Saturday. 
The Enlise Couhty side 
were all out just before 
the close of the first day 
of the threc-day match 
and in one over Pakistan 
replied with two for no 
wicket, Mudassar and 
Sadiq Mohammad each 
taking a single off Ken 
mggs. 
Leicestershire looked 
set for a substantial total. 
when they passed 200 for 
the loss of only four 
wickets. But then 
Mudasser, bowling entle 
medium-pace, rer~oved 
BogerTo|sh~d and Chris 
Balderstone, both 
England Test pl~i.yers, 
and the innings moved 
steadily to a close. 
we don't have any goons 
on our team• Quite 
honestly, we have lost 
that goonneas if we ever 
had it. 
• "P~eople shouldn't be 
courages that. sort of surprisi~cl that Toronto, 
thing." playing as vicious as they 
But Neilson didn't see it did at times, could 
that way. control us so well in their 
"The fact that Salming rink and even in our rink. 
lgliot hurt was a fluke and I would say if there was 
chel Bossy got hurt as one mistake we made, it 
Well when he went into was not establishing 
the boards (a Jerry ourselves more in their 
Butler check) but it rink." 
wasn't a dirty check at HAD CHANCES 
all." "We had lots of 
Bosch himself won- chances," said general 
dered whether teams manager Bill Torrey of 
such as Toronto and the Islanders• "I figure 
Philadelphia will be the we had maybe 15 good 
hallmark of hockey's scoring chances while 
future• He said the Maple they had five. We had 
Leafs were able to nullify oPen nets, we had posts 
what he felt was good and we had Palmateer. 
hockey by the Islanders He had an unbelievable 
because of their physical series." 
game and waiting for the Palmat4tr allowed 
breaks, only 13 goals in the seven 
"That really was the games and he had the 
• only way they could have only Shut out. 
beaten us, and it worked. Referee Andy Van 
Now Owner Harold Hellmond called 26 
Ballard likes his team to minutes in penalties 
play that way because he including majors for 
now has a few extra fighting to Howatt and 
games and he doesn't defenceman Trevor 
care about seeing nice Johansen of the Leafs in 
plays. That's the way the second period. 
TERRAOE AND DISTRIOT 
HOSPITAL SO01ETY 
Annual Meeting 
• DATE: Wednesday, June 7, 1978 
TIME: 8:00 p.m. 
PLACE: Lecture Theatre 
Caledonia Senior 
Secondary School 
The business will consist of the election of.;llembers of 
the Society, the election of the members to serve on the 
Hospital Board of Trustees, and~presentation of reports 
covering the year 1977. 
In order to be eligible to vote, membership must be 
purchased before Sunday, May 7, 1978. Membership 
may be purchased at the following locations: 
. . . .  Mil ls Mern(~rlal Hospital " ' 
. . . .  ~ . . . . .  Royal Bank of Canada ~ 
Toronto Dominion Bank 
Anew 
brings RCMP peek 
NANAIMO,B.C. (CP)- Nanaimo coach Larry 
RCMP s~id today they McNabb said today be 
are inw.stigating in- knew nothing about the 
cidenis which occurred investigation. ' 
here last Sunday during' Chris Parker, majority 
the' third game of the owner of the Veos, sen- 
British Columbia Junior fumed the RCMP had 
Hockey League chem- approached his team for 
pionship series between information an the in- 
Nasaimo Clippers and cident. Parker ~aid the 
Penticton Vees.. investigation was -DOt 
'~o "-,=,' was delayed instituted by the Vees. 
56"m']n~'te"s " b- a brawl The Vees refused to 
that erupted' in the continue-th.e best-of- 
l~ssageway between the seven series, corn- 
teams ~- dressing rooms, plain~g their players felt 
following several scuffles physically threatened. 
On the ice. . Ernie McLean, 
Penticton player Brent 
Bourne, who was not 
dressed for the game, 
aastained facial injuries 
as a result of the corridor 
brawl• 
chairman of the BCJHL 
declared the series would 
be a best-of-three affair 
and . ~warc~. the 
cnamplonsmp m 
Nanatmo, which was 
leading two games to one. 
Raiders even-up 
With Centennials 
-. MERRITT, B.C (CP) " 
,"Dean Buries and A! 
Mo'bre scored twogoal~ 
each as Prince Alber 
Raiders downed Merritt 
Centennials 8-6 to even 
Rick Beehm, Garth 
Kaglea, Dave Moore and 
Boy Roedger oiso scored 
for the Raiders, which led 
3-1 at the end of the first 
period and 5-3 after 4o" 
minutes., their  best-of-seven 
Western Centennial Cup Ken Stroud led Merritt 
final for tier two junior with two goals while 
~ singles came from Blake 
Stephens, Kelly Femer, 
Ian Tennant and Eddie 
Beers. 
Merritt outshot Prince 
Albert 51-47. - 
Prince Albert took 10 of 
17 minor penalties, ix of 
11 fighthig majors and 
two of three game 
WINS SNOOKER 
TITLE 
SHEFFIELD, England 
(AP) '- Ray Reardun of 
Britain defeated Petrie 
Mans of South Africa 25- 
18 Saturday to win the 
wor. ld profess ional  
enooxer championship 
for the sixth time. 
CLARK SHOOTS 70 
MADRID (AP) - Huber 
Cl~rk of Britain shot a 
final round 70 Saturday to 
win the $36,000 Madrid 
Open golf tournament 
with a six.under-par 282 
' total. . Jose Maria 
Cunizares of Spa~ shot a 
'final.round 7) and wound 
up wlt~ 284 for second 
spot while, countryman 
geverino Baneste~s was 
third with 285 after 
misconducts, 
The teams meet again 
tolght in,Merritt, 
sting a final-round 7&' 
e vlcto~ was wortln 
$7,160  to Clark,/ 
JAYS RECALL 
WALLACE 
TORONTO (CP - 
Toronto Blue Ja~ of 
baseball's American 
League, place right- 
handed pitcher Don Kk.k- 
wooo, on the 91-day 
disabled list Saturday 
and recalled rlght.hender 
Dave Wallace from 
Syracuse of the ,In- 
ternational League. 
K l rkwond,  who ~ was 
obtained from Chicago 
White  Sex on April 11, haS, 
o sore right bhoulder, 
HIS official time for the 
130 kilometres was 3 
hours, 32 minutes, 44 
seconds• 
of the Soviet 'Union, 
Puland's Zawada 
-Tadensz and Larry 
Schields of the United 
State , all at 3:33:31. 
In anear l ier  game 
Czechoslovakia got 
behind 4-1 in their game 
with Finland before 
finally regaining theix 
poise and wm _ning on .a 
pair of power-play goals 
m the third period by 
centre Jiri Novak. 
, Novak's goals capped a
Czechoslovak rally that 
began late in the second 
period on a goal by 
captain Ivan H] inka .  
The Czechs put the 
game out of reach at 
16:28 of the final period 
when Vladimir Martinee 
scored his second.goal, 
assisted by Novnk• R was 
the second tournament 
win for Czechoslovakia. 
Lakelse Lake 
Telephone 
Number Ohange 
9 a.m. to 12 noon 
May 2 
. .Al l  telephone numbers•in Lakelse Lake 
area will change 0n a progressive basis, 
between 9 a.m. and 12 noon, Tuesday, May 
2nd. 
.. All Qew numbers will commence with the 
, t l  I prefix 798 followed by 4 other digits. 
.. For example 798.1234 
.. Subscribers will be notified and receive 
" new dial tag's "by mall. 
PLEASE NOTE THAT YOU MUST 
ALL SEVEN I)IGITS TO OOMPLETE o: 
.YOUR OALLS TOAND FROM THE. 
LAKELSE LAKE AREA 
B.C.. TEL 
light beer 
for all kinds of 
reasons. 
HIGHUTE-the light beer you've been waiting for. 
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right to classify ads under 
appropriate headings and to 
set rates therefore and to 
determine page location. 
The Herald reserves the 
right to revise, edit, classify 
or reject any advertisement 
and to retain any answers 
directed to the Herald Box 
Reply Service, andre repay 
the customer the sum paid 
for the advertisement and 
box rental. 
Box replies on "Hold" 
instructions not~picked up 
within 10days of Expiry of an 
advertisement will be 
destroyed unless mailing 
instructions are received. 
Those answering . Box 
Numbers are requested not 
to send Originals of 
documents to avoid loss. 
All claims of errors In 
advertisements must be 
received by the publisher 
within 30 days after the first 
CLASS IF IED RATES 
LOCAL ONLY: 
20 words or less S2.00 per 
.nsertlon, over 20 words 5 
cents per word. 
3 or more consecutive In. 
sertlons $1.50 per insertion. 
REFUNDS: 
First insertion charged for 
whether run or not. 
,he Vancouver Playhouse, 
British Columbia's mater 
professional theatre wil l  
present Joe Ortln's 
outragelous black comedy 
"Loot" on Wednesday May 
17at the R.t:.M. Lee Theatre 
Terrace at 8 p.m. "Loot" a 
Iqng running hit in London 
and on Broadway Is a zany, 
bizarre upside down comeay 
in a Monty Python vein. 
Tickets are available In May 
Absolutely no ,refunds after . at Terrace Sight and Sound 
ad has been set. and' Terrace Library. For 
CORRECTIONS: 
Must be made before 2nd 
insertion. 
Allowance can be made for 
only one incorrect ad. 
BOX NUMBERS: 
75 cents pick up. 
$1.25 mailed. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY • 
Rates available upon 
request. 
publication. 
It is agreed by the ad- NATIONAL CLASSIFIED 
vertlser requesting space RATE: 
that the liability of the 22 cents per agate line. 
Herald in theevent of failure Minimum charge $5.00 per 
to publish an advertisement insertion. 
or In the event of an error 
appearing in the ad- LEGAL - POLITICAL AND 
verflsement as published TRANSIENT AD. 
shall be l imited to the VERTISING: 
amount paid by the ad- $3.60 per column inch. 
vertiser for only one in- 
correct insertion for the BUSINESS PERSONALS: 
portion of the advertising $4.00 per line per month. 
space occupied by the In- On a 4 month basis only. 
correct or omitted item only, 
and that there shall be no DEADLINE 
liability to any event greater 
tha.n the amount paid for DISPLAY: 
such advertising. 4:00 p.m. 2 days prior to 
Advert isements must publication day. 
comply with the British 
Columbia Human Rights Act CLASSIFIED: 
which prohibits any ad- 1:00 ~ p.m. day prior to 
verflslng that discriminates publication day. 
against any person because 
of his race, religion, sex, Service charge of $5.00 on all 
color, nationality, ancestry N.S.F. cheques. 
or place of origin, or because 
his age is between 44 and 65 WEDDING DESCRIP- 
years, unlessthe condition is TIONS: 
justified by a bona fide No charge provided new,~ 
requlrem.ent for, ,t~.e .w~k submitted within one month. 
.: _'_. __: ' -  :.i"" $5.00 production charge for 
wed'dlng and-or engagement 
pictures. Newsof weddings 
• (write-ups) received one 
Published at Terrace month or more after event 
B.C. 5daysaweek =10.o0 charge, with or 
without picture. Sublect to 
Monday to Friday, at- condensation. Payable In 
ternoons advance. : 
PUBL ISHER 
Don Cromack  ' CLASSIFIED AN. 
NOUNCEMENTS= 
Births 5.50 
Funerals 5.50 
Cards of Thanks 5.50 
Memorial Notices 5.50 
PHONE 635-6357 
Classified Advertising Dept. 
The Terrace Little Theatre 
play "Leaving • Home" has 
been postponed to Saturday, 
May 13th and Sunday, May 
14th due to minor production 
setbacks. 
Alternative Energy En- 
thusiasts . Solar, Wind, 
Methane, Hydroelectric, 
Wood etc. - Are you currently 
designing or experimenting 
with small-scale renewable 
energy systems? The 
Pacific Rim Education 
Project Is setting up a 
Northern Network to 
facilitate development of 
such systems. Pictures aod 
project descriptions are 
needed for a booklet to be 
published this spring. Write 
Box 707, Terrace, B.C: (wthf 
to may11) 
A meeting will be held 
Wednesday, May 3, 1978 at 
8:00 p.m. at the Terrace 
Child Minding Centre. If you 
are interested in keeplng the 
Child-Minding Centre Open, 
please attend. 
The Terrace Art Association 
Is hold ing a Plcture Loan on 
Wednesday May 3rd I'n the 
Terrace Library Arts Room. 
Paintings should be returned 
at 7:30 p.m. so they can be 
put on display for selection 
Everyone Welcome .... 
Thank you 
Mills Memorial Hospital 
Auxiliary Thrift Shop on 
Lazelle now offers a full 
stock of Spring and Summer 
wear. Drop In on Saturdays 
from 1t:00 - 4:30 p.m. 
DANCE REVUE '78 • 
the Vlckl Parlalnen Dancers, 
May 121h, 8:00 p.m., R.E.M. 
Lee Theatre, Tickets: Betty 
Wann 635-6373, Bey Evans - 
635•7068, Maxlne Cumming - 
638.8240, Adults $2.00, 
Children $1.00 
SUBSCRIPT ION 
RATES 
E f fec t ive  October 1, 
1977 
Single Copy 20c 
By Car r ie r  mth  3.00 
By Car r ie r  year 36.00 
By Ma i l  3 ruth 12.00 
By Ma i l  6 ruth22.00 
By Ma i l  year 40.00 
Senior Cit izen year  
20.00 
British Commonwealth and 
United States of America 1 
year 51.00. 
Box 399, Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 2M9 
Telephone: 
112-604-635.6357 
HOME DELIVERY 
Terrace & District 
Thornhlll & District 
Phone 635.6357 
Santo Cervello, mlmest will 
perform "Metamorphlsls"~ 
May 18 and 19 !n the Verltas 
Sym at 3:30 p.m. lan Booth 
will perform "Mark Twaln In 
Person" May 18 and 19 at the 
Clarence Mlchlel Gym at 
3:30 p.m. Tickets for both 
performances are available 
at 'he door at $1.00 per 
per=on. These performances 
are presented In oonJundlon" 
.with Kermode Theatre '78. 
Tickets are still available for 
all 3 performances of the 
Royal Winnipeg Ballet May 
5th and 6th at the R.E.M. Lee 
Theatre In Terrace. 
Tickets cost $8.00 
Reduced Price of $4 for 
ch i ld ren  for Saturday 
Matinee Performance only. 
Write, encloslnD a cheque for 
tickets, to the Terrace and 
District Arts Council, Box 35, 
Terrace, B.C. For more 
information phone 635.2101. 
B.C.O.A.P.O. - Annual Fall 
Bazaar. November lath 
1978. Arena Banquet Room 
THE HOBBY HUT Electrolux vacuum cleaner 
Ceramic supplies & with power head, excellent 
Greenware, air  brushing condition, set B78-13tubeless 
available, custom firing, belted tires, phone 635.5257 
3936McNeil St. 
635-9393 
days 635.6609even. (p5-5) 
LOOKING FOR FUR- 
ABLE ELECTRIC LTD. NITURE? 
Electrlcoland Refrigeration For excellent prices on 
contracting. 
• "House wiring, furniture see the bargain 
floor st FRED'S FUR- 
': 635.S876 NITURE LTD. 
(ctf) 4¢14 Lakelse Ave. 
Terrace 635-3630 
SECOND FLOOR (CTF) 
further Information call 635. 
7318. "Loot" is a part of 
Kermode Theatre '78. 
Kermode Theatre'78," the 
B.C. High School Drama' 
Festival will take place in 
the R.E.M. Lee Theatre May 
18.20 at 8 p.n. The mainstage 
"Showcase' consists of award 
winning student plays ~ 
performed nightly for ad- 
iudlcetlon. Tickets available 
in May from Terrace Sight 
and Sound and Terrace 
Llbrary. 
Native Women's Workshop 7 
p.m. Wednesday, May 3rd, 
1978 at Kermode Frlendshlp 
Centre,. 4451 Grleg Ave., 
Terrace, B.C. 
There will be an 
organizational Subs Diving 
Club meeting Monday May. 
1st 8 p.m. In the arena 
banquet room. All Interested 
divers welcome. 
• Baby Clinic every Tuesday 
starting at 1:30 p.m. 
. Thornhill Baby Clinic every 
2nd and 4th Friday at the 
Community Cantre from 1:3C 
- 4:00 p.m. 
-Adult Clinics. Men. Wed. & 
~rl., from 3:00. to 4:00 p.m. 
• V.D. Clinic - 3:00 p.m. every 
Men. & Thurs. 
I 
PARENTS IN CRISIS 
Are you making your own 
life and your children's 
miserable? Do you con- 
stantly yell at your children, 
or hit them, or find it hard to 
control yo~,r angry feelings 
toward them ? 
P.I.C.'s goal Is to help you 
become the loving con. 
structlve parent you really 
want to be. 
All inquires absolutely 
confidential. 
Phone Mary or John 635-4419 
RAPE RELIEF 
& CRISIS LINE 
FOR WOMEN 
CALL 635-7550 
OR 
635-7728 
(ctf) 
~keena District Girl Guides 
would like to announce the 
opening of a Land Ranger 
Company In the Thornhill 
area. Girls between the ages 
of 14 and 10 who are in. 
terested please call 635-3061 
or 638-1269 (ctf) 
Weight Watchers meeting 
held every Tuesdeyat7 p.m. 
at the Knox United Church 
Hall, 4907 Lazelle Avenue. 
INCHES AWAY CLUB 
Meet every Tuesday night at 
• 8 In the Skeena Health Unit. 
For more information phone 
635.3747~or 635.3023. 
MILLS MEMORIAL 
THRIFTSHOP 
Mills Memorial Hospital 
Auxiliary would appreciate 
any donations of good, clean 
clothing, shy household 
items, toys etc. for their 
THRIFT SHOP. 
For pickup, service phone 
635.5320 or 635.5233, or leave 
donations at the Thrift shop 
on Lazelle Ayenue on 
Saturdays between 11:00' 
a.m. and 3:00 p.m. Thank 
yOU. (nc) 
GOLDEN RULE 
Odd lobs for the Jobless. 
Phone 635.4535. 3238 Kalum 
FULLER BRUSH 
Order now by phone. Phone 
or make an appointment. 
AMrnle 635-9721. 
GEMINIEXCAVATING 
LTD. 
eWes Andrews) 
Backhoe Work 
Hourly & Contract 
635:3479 anytime 
(A J12) 
Wanted - Registered Nurse 
for part-time and possible 
summer rellef for local 
clinic. Apply 3210 Emerson 
• St., Terrace, B.C. (c6- 
. 13,15,16,18,20,I) 
Caretakers for small farm 
located Nass Valley - 57 
miles from Terrace. Garden 
spot. Farm animals to care 
for. Prefer couple $250 per 
month call 627.7156 Prince 
Rupert. (p5-1) 
Baby Sitting available, your 
hours; day or nights' trained 
superv is ion ,  la rge  
playground (fenced and 
equipped), large inside play 
area, on quiet street. Phone 
638-8398 or 635-3187. (p4- 
20,1,4,7) 
1975 Honda 500 twin cyl. 
Extended forks and headers. 
Low mileage an d 1 Shure 
P.A. system. Like new 
condition call after 5 635- 
5133. (p7-3) 
OWNER MUST SELL! 1976 
CB400 Supersport. One of 
Hond~'s best handling mid 
slzebike's. Alsotwo helmets 
and motor cycle suit 
(Belstaff) Plus complete 
tune-up kit. Only 3,000 
milesll Phone 635.3846 after 
5:30 or phone 635.6357 during 
day. Ask for Brad (sff) 
Must sell; 1976 Honda GL 
1000. In excellent condition. 
Phone 635.3855 or view at 
4404 Welsh Ave. (p20-mayg) 
1978 TS 125 Suzuki trail bike 
for sale. 400 miles and In 
excellent condition. Asking~ 
$800.00. Phone 638-1072 after 
Red Malamute, German 
Shepherd cross puppies for 
sale - 7 weeks old phone 638- 
1018. (P3.8) 
Wanted full trained watch 
dog. 1 to 3 year old. No 
preference on breed. Phone 
635.7216. (c10-4) 
See 
P.M. PLASTICS 
for 
CANOES 
• also 
• Fibreglass Matt-Roving 
Cloth and Resin 
3890 Muller St. 
Phone 635.6684 
6 p.m. 
(fin) 
Must Selh 1975 Honda CB 400 
Supersport 10,000 miles. 
Asking $1100 View at  4815 
Scoff Ave. or phone 635.5773 
(I)5.4) 
For Sale: 1977 XS6S0D 
Yamaha Motor Cycle. 
Complete with windshield, 
crash guards and back 
carrier. 1700" kilo. In ex- 
cellent condition. 635-2"162 
1974 Yamaha Enduro 125 
$500 phone 635.6986 efter 5 
p.m. (p5.5) 
Top Quality mixed hay for 
sale. Heavy bales 847-3165 
(c12t,w,th,may4) 
68 Ford Falcon, stereo amP 
65 watt, stereo or TV stand. 
Man and woman en- 
cyclopedias, 23' color TV 
phone 635.4561 (p5.5) 
For Sale: 130 H.P. Volvo 
motor on 270 Chrysler 
Marine leg. Excellent 
condition. Gauges and many 
extras Phone 635.4712 or 638- 
1051 (p3-3) 
For Sale: "Air Ease" oil 
furnace 112,O00 B.T.U. 71/". 
years old and Esso "Aqua 
Thermlc" water heater end 
oll thank. Offers. 632-7682 
evenings. (cS.3) 
For Sale: Hardtop tent 
trailer or trade for piano. 
phone 635-7074 (c3.1) 
'(clmon.-1May) 
19' Cabin cruiser, new 
motor. Fishing C-Iicence for 
crabs and bottom fish. Plus 
trailer. $5500. 
40' Fishing boatnew still In 
building stage 75 percent 
finished. Asking $17,000 
phone 635.6700 (p3-1) 
Open for Salvage Bid., 
. On an as is where Is basis, 
1968 homemade 22' cruiser 
constructed of a cedar stlpe 
flbreglass hull and 
mahogany cabin. 
Please forward vour 
wrlffen bids to Brouwer and 
Co. 3238 Kalum Street, 
Terrace, B.C. or phone 635. 
7173. (df) 
Keystone Air Cool Outboard 
Engine 1.2 H.P., 18 Ibs. total 
weight. Good' working 
condition $100 phone 635-5338 
anytime (p3-3) 
Furnished sleeping room for 
rent: Private entrance, near 
town. Bedding included also 
private bathroom. Very 
reasonable Phone 635-4013 or 
2703 S. Eby (cff) 
For rent: Small cabin Hwy: 
16 East Usk, sltuable for 
working man. Propane 
lights and cooking facllltles 
635.5704 (c3-3) 
' Do It Now 
Aluminum, 
"Sheets. 
2§" x 36, 
12 ,heel, only- 3.76 
THE DAILY HERALD 
3212 Kalum St. Terrace 
For Rent: One' bedroom 
basement suite. Close to 
town. No pets, no kids 
please. Fully furnished. 
Phone for more Ir~formation 
635-7710 (p2-1) 
Wanted: Person to share 2 
bedroom apt. with single 
working girl, In dowhtown 
Terrace phone 635.6516 ask 
for Patti 9-6 (p5.5) 
For Rent: 2 bedroom 
basement suite, fridge and 
stove, no pets. Available 
May 1. 635-4852 after 4 (p1-1) 
Deluxe 3 bedroom home, two 
• fireplaces. One and three 
.quarters bathrooms. Bright 
kitchen with eating area.' 
Finished basement sundeck, 
carport, fully landscaped 
with garden area. Qulef 
residential area. Plus many 
extra features. Phone 635- 
2589. (C5-4) 
For Sale: 1 acre with 5 
bedroom house on the bench 
at 5243 Soucie, 1283 sq. ft. 2 
bedroom and cold storeage 
In basement• House in like 
new condition. Large garden 
area and fruit trees, phone 
635-4760 (c5-2) 
3 'bedroom cozy home for 
sale. 1945 Bobslen Ci'escent. 
phone 635.3802 $38,000 
Serious offers only please 
(c5-3) 
3 bedroom hou~Je with fruit 
trees, fenced yard and near 
town and schools, call 635- 
3748 after 5 (c10-3) 
3 bedroom home with 
finished basement, ' 2 
bedrooms basement, family 
room den. Down payment 
take over mortgage 10 
percent Interest. 4617 Hamer 
635-3791 (p5-3) 
Wanted to rent a 2 bedroom 
house or suite unfurnished, 
in town. As soon as possible 
phone 635.5727 (cff) 
3 and 5 acre parcels on 
Woodland Park Subdivision 
$14,000 and $1900. Two lots 
onlyleft. Onewlth creek. JD 
Proctor, 490 Anderton Road, 
Comox,' B.C. V9N 4B4 phone 
339.4736 (cS0-julyl) 
Build your home among 
beautiful arge cedars on lot 
158x210 Skeena St. Asking 
11,500.00 Offers. Phone 635- 
5102 after 6 and weekends. 
(p3-1) 
Acreage for Sale in town by 
owner. 2.3 acres.3 bedroom 
home. Basement finished, 
VW Van 1977 • 7 passenger as 
new with many extras, 7000 
miles 635.5290 after 6 and 
weekends. (cff) 
For Sale : 1975 Ford 1/2 ton, 
4 wheel drive pickup, new 
tires and brakes phone 635. 
3286 (p5.1) 
75 Super Beetle Metallic 
Green with sunroof, 20,000 
miles, excellent condition, 
radio, new radials, 2 stud 
spares 635.9635 (p5.1) 
1969 GTO Judge 400 cu. In, 4 
speed, phone 635.3568 (p.1-1) 
For Sale: 1974 Ford 3/4 ton 
pickup, auto Irons, radio, 
complete with 1974 
Vanguard 8' 6 Camper, with 
iacks, 3 way fridge, furnace, 
and toilet. Unit price $6,995. 
See it at Camperland, 5412 
Highway 16 West, Terrace, 
Dealer Licence DO0611A. (c5. 
5) 
Barn, landscaped. Asking 
$69,000.00 Phone 
ev.onlngs at 635-3620. 
(CTF May 5) 
1969 Baracudo Convertable, 
new 303 motor, mags, holly 
carb, new' paint. Asking 
$2800 or nearest offer. (stf) 
635-6357 
For Safe: 1977 Chev 4x4 va, 
auto loader 635.4294 (c5.4) 
1977 Toyota Cellca, Lift back 
638.1689 (p3.2) 
73.Renault frontwheel drive, 
asking $1000 and 1976 Kx250 
mdocross Kawaskllike new 
asking $1,000 638-1403 (ctf) 
For Sale: 1967 Chevy Van, 
custom' interior, porthole 
wiqdows~ _flew paint, .good 
running gear, phone 638.1529 
after 5 p.m. (p5.2) 
1974 Datsun 260Z Custom 
paint, mags, Iouvres, op- 
tions. Serious inquiries only. 
early Also for sale 1972 Triumph 
• Spitfire, 27,000 miles. 
Custom paint. Excellent 
condition. $2300. Both cars 
can be seen at the Airport 
during days call Patti at 635- 
6516 (p5-5) 
1960 Pontiac Laurentian, 
good condition, best offer. 
No. 4 Keystone Apts. (p2.2) 
For Sale: 1973 Chev3/4ton, 
PS, PB, 350 engine, phone 
635.9518 (c5.5) 
19692dr. Chev Impalc~. Good 
motor, needs trans. What 
offers? Phone 630.1547 after 
5 (p3-1) 
1970 Chrysler Newport, p.s., 
p.b., rear defroster, block 
healers $800 phone 635.5102 
after 6 and weekends. (ctf) 
75 Ford plckup."'l~xcellent'~ 
condition 42,000 miles. Best i! 
offer. Phone 638-8414 (p2.20) 
If yo u reside in Terrace or 
Thornhill and do not have 
a paper Carrier. 
t we have a 
SPEOIAL OFFER 
OH SUBSCRIPTIONS 
FOR YOUZ 
PHOHE DAWH: 
636-6357 
, f  
For Sale: 12x547 Safeway 
trailer situated on a 75'x100' 
landscaped lot. Trailer 
Includes frldge, stove and 
deep freeze. Phone 635.7051 
after 6 p.m. (p10.2) 
FOR SALE: 12'x68' Frontier, 
mobile home with 2 large 
additions. Built in fireplace, 
raised living room. Will 
move and set up in Terrace 
area. 635.4692 (cff.f)• 
For Sale: 1973 12x60 trailer 
with 2 bedrooms. Phone 63~. 
7697 after 4 (c20.may10) 
"FOR SALE: 12x46 two. 
bedroom mobile home. • 
Located on fully serviced lot 
In Thornhlll. Asking $13500. 
Financing available. 
Contact Gerry Warren at 
Royal Bank, Terrace, B.C. 
Phone 635.7117 (ctf) 
For Sale: 1970 2 bedroom 
trailer with frldge, stove, 
dishwasher, washer & dryer, 
has a 10x25 addition 635.5"348 
C-- 
1972 • 12x60 
Monarch mobile home, 3 
bedrooms, fridge and stove 
Included, 8x25 [Day shack, 
asking price $7,000. phone 
• 635.3S42 after 5 on weekdays 
(c6-2) 
Bids are open on a 10' gins 
Iron vessel equipped with 100 
h.p. Evlnrude electric start 
engine on a as where Is basis. 
Vessel located at the Coast 
Guard Yard, Prince Rupert, 
B.C. All bids received at 
Brouwer & Co. No.6.3238 
Kalud~ St. Terrace, B.C. 635. 
7,173 
BRITISH COLUMBIA 
HYDRO AND POWER 
AUTHORITY 
Invites tenders for - 
Sltework Including paving, 
curbs, storm drainage and 
landscaping for the Prince 
Rupert District Office 
Reference No. Q0.4300 
Closing Date: 24 May 1978 
Slashing of varlous tran. 
smlsslon line rlghts.of-way 
In the North Coast, 
Division of, B.C. ~' . . . . . .  
Reference• No. Q9.4369 
Closing Date: 24 May 1970 
Sealed tenders clearly 
marked as above. 
refere.nced will be received 
In Room 1026, B.C. Hydro 
end Power Authority 
Will do rototllling with 54" 
tractor unit. Adjustable so;i 
depth. Front bucket for 
moving-spreading soil• 
gravel. Prefer Thornhlll 
area. phone 635.3478 (pi0-61 
Bakkers Modular Structures 
for sale. Reasonably priced 
Pre.fab greenhouses and 
multi use utility sheds, phone 
638.1.760 evenings or view at 
3961 Bobble. (p10-6) 
0ASH 
Bill'S Tax 
Service 
4920 Halliwell 
Phone 6:~5-3971 
10:00a.m.-11:00p.m 
(ctf) 
I I 
Goats, 2 milk, 5 meat, price 
$210 for all must sell well 
cared for see Halls 3 miles 
west KItwanga on Nor- 
thshore Rd. No Saturday. 
(p5.3) 
( June 22 to July 23) ~ 
Admonitions for this day: Be 
careful it handling joint funds of 
any kind. Don't get involved in 
risky speculation, and DO avoid 
extravagance. 
LEO Pt ..J'~ 
(July 24 to Aug. 23)O~4d~'~ 
Certain dilemmas and ob- 
stacles will not be as difficult4o 
handle as you may think. Don't 
let them keep you from ap 
, Yourlndividual 
FOR TUESDAY, ,*,lAY 9,1978 
What kind of day will the necessary data, end it this is 
tomorrow be? To find out what the best time for it. Discretion 
the stars say, read the forecast needed• 
given for your birth Sign.  SAGITTARIUS X¢..~.~g.p. 
I Nov. 23 to Dec. 21 ) 
ARIES M...A~ You may now be able to find 
Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) "I-#~-'-,~ the solution to a problem which 
Some of your future ob- hasbeenbo~Yeringyouforsomc 
. jectives are now taking shape, time -- and ,n a surprisingly 
but there's a warning, never- easy manner. 
theless: Don'tattempttoamuch CAPRICORN s~at~ 
and don't m~,ke promises you ~ Be'c. 22 to Jan, 20~ vd~W 
cannot possibly fulfill. Good Saturn influences 
TAURUS stimulate your skills and 
i Apr. 21 to May 211 I ~  capabilities. You should feel 
You will probably "be called enthusiastic about the way 
upon to help persons with things go now. 
overstimulated emotions, to AQUARIUS ~/L-~,~ 
assuage hart feelings. Be your ~Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) 
understanding self. Stars indicate that you could 
GEMINI ~ now strike out for a higher goal. 
(May 22 to June 21) 11 .~f  You may have to take a dit- 
Some good news you've been" ferent route to achieve it, but 
hoping for won't come until the the new avenue could be a 
end of the day. So, be patient -- better enD. 
but not anxious. . PISCES lUf~:~' 
CANCER lFeb. 20t0 Mar, 20) ,~z~,  . 
Objectivity and foresight will 
be day's prime requirements. 
Do not be coerced into deals or 
activities which you would not 
normally consider. 
YOU BORN TODAY are 
extremely versatile and are 
endowed with a personality so 
engaging that you can sell 
yourself and your w.ares with an. 
almost unbelievable . ase of 
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i-Ml"/Lakels.  KELSE PHARMAI)Y m.,.s 
Giftware, Easter Candy, Cards and prompt I 
H prescription services ' H 
~ / / / / / / 1 1 / / I / ~ 1 / / / ~  ~ . . .  x / .  . . . . . . .  . 
the AMAZING SP IDER-MAI~ By Stan Lee and John Remits 
~/ / / / / / / /~ / / / / / / / / / / / / / ;~  
CATF ISH 
} I HITTUN  NOT" A I 
by Roger Bollen & Gary Peterman 
• • u 
)  TCH THAT YO0 | 
.-~--~_._~ 
preciating your advantages, effort. You are espedally gifted 
VIRGO t ,~  along creative lines; with 
HELP WANTED: Sales (Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) W~ * music, literature and the drama 
Manger for Community Avoid a tendency toward in the front line of yeur many 
newspaper. Fully ex- imp,,Isiveness. In moments of affinities. You have also been 
perienced person with ' stress, slow down-- rether than endowed with the .proverbial' 
proven track record. Op- take steps to a position from "green thumb" and would 
portunity to buy into one of which it may be hard to ex- make an excellent her- ~ ~ o~ m " b~ emmt ~- , ,  -'~ 4~m~,'lm.~ 
tricate yoarself, ticulturist, botanist. V ~ ~  ~ '  _~.~~!~- )~ [ Am~..~ ~ ~ i 1 Canada's fastest growing LIBRA " agriculturist. You are se~f r- - -  ,,,.f. " " '1 ~ • " " 
newspapers In aflradlve, (Sept. 24 to Oct,23) J 'L~"~ sacrificing and will lend 
progressive community In Matters of minor importance yourself to causes of I ~ / ~ I ~ ~ I ~ z ~ I ~ - - T ' /  ~ ' i1  
the Lower Mainland. Good may blow up out of proportion humanitarian value. As a 
starting salary with sub- -- un]ens YOU call a halt. Your ~eacher o  physidan you would 
stantlal commission, quick-silver intuition and be outstanding but~ no matter 
Permanent position, open to perceptiveness should be a help. what you take up as a career, it 
amanorawoman, lstostert SCORPIO willhaveadi-~UneUvetouch - I " ~  ~ [ , ~ ~ l ~ ~ ~ 1  
June 15th. Write Box 116, (Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) I~,~,  the mark of the true artist. 
careof800,207WeetHastints Think twice before em- Birthdate of: Sir James M. 
St., Vancouver, B.C. V6B barklug on any new plan or Barrie.' novelist, dramatist; 
1H7. (ctf) project; find out it you have all Henry J. Kaiser. industrialist. 
PERSONAL: Discerning 
Adults. Shop discreetly by 
mail. Send Sl.00 for .our 
latest fully Illustrated " 
catelogue of merltal aids for 
kClU)eS 
• 5 Mmgrel 
S Small valley 
U~'afl 
1¢ r,~a~st 
cludlng Four Kenworth 15/~auee forth 48 Ha]luc/na- 
tractqrs one dump one scale lg Regan'a sire tJon 
one 980 loader and spare l?Lettor 49Scent 
partsl Licensed going 18lnnorhotol ~0Lamprey 
concern contracts pending. ~0 BUSy 51 A|duan 
Phone (403)6@.5954. (5.1) airport river 
Large DOWN 
volume 1 American 
~1 Animals' .humorist 
both ladles and gentlemen. 
Direct Action Marketing inc. 
Building, 970 Burrard Street, Dept. U.K., P.O. Box 3268, 
Vancouver, B.C. V6Z 1Y3- Vancouver, B.C. V6B 3X9. 
until 11:00a.m. local tlme, 24 (dr) 
May 1970. 
BUSINESS FOR SALE: 
Deialls may be obtained Gravel Haul Operatlon'ln- 
41 PhiUppine Z Hebrew 19 Chalices 
island letter 29 Poem 
48 Redueedto 3 Labor org. Zl Wife of ' 
e~ mean 4 Eatodes Zeus 
47 "--, a S Angora and ~ ~ueen of 
bone,..." Persian England 
6 Indian. ~3"--of a 
7 Gives back Wayside 
8 Dug Inn" 
9 To the abel- 25 Fence of 
tared side 
10 Ananias, 
for one 
11 Merit 
13 Instance 
pales 
Pitcher 
~7 Small 
impression 
29 Heap 
31 A degree 
33 A flood 
34 Form anew 
36 Site of 
Cuzco 
37 ScrutL, dze 
38 Food fish 
39 Arabian 
garment " 
.@Vend 
/3 Letter 
44 -- Scala, late 
Italian star 
45 Eternity 
@ A nucleic 
acid (abbr.) 
Avg. solution time: 24 rata. 
Flaunted 
£8 Sea bird 
29 Blanches . 
30 Skin tumor 
~ Roman 
offidals 
34 To leano 
Ancient. 
Greek 
c0~ntry 
N Australian 
city 
3'/Balance 
~0 Dry, as 
wine Answer to yesterday's puzzl e. 
I T|RBA¢ "REGISTER: 
i VAIH6 ,on vo,. sen,,n n II ALLEYS LEAnUES NOWI" 
~ / / X / / / / / / / / / / / ~ / / / P ~ -  
. 
f . . . /  
"-: HAY8 14 M~L.LION "~ -~ 
• 
4-,o " " "  ~ ~ 
DOONESBURY 
I 
7zw/d#r/ cf4Jz~Q? 7}~z4/,. I l ~R/MORs?  ~-~/l  
"Boyl Did you see that uglykid?" 
from the office of the Pur- 
chasing Agent, 10th Floor, 
970 Burrard Street, Van- 
couver, B.C. V6Z 1Y3,. 
telephone 663.2577 and 663. 
2S60. 
(ci-2) 
IdELP WANTED: Earn 
$200.00 monthly part-time; 
S1,000 ful'l time. Easy to 
succeed with our training. 
Write FOiler Brush Com. 
pany, C-O Box 108, 008, 207 
West Hastings St., Van. 
couver, B.C. V6B 1H7, or 
Mr. T. Diamond, R.R. 3, 
Kamloops, B.C. V2C SK1. 
s 
8 19 
25 
I 
~//////~ 36 
~3 
Looking for a 'good used 
camper? Come In and see 
this 1975 11' Seml- 
selfcontalned Fun Time 
camper. It has a large 
refrldgerator, furnace, 4 
burner stove With oven, and 
jacks. Sleeps eight. Come 
late Camperland and see thls 
~nit. $412 Hwy. 16 W, 
Terrace. Dealer Llcence 
Number D00611A. (ca.5) 
1974 20' Holidaire Travel 
Trailer. All options, 0 track 
tape player Included. In 
excellent condition, phone 
635,2162 (p3-2) • 
~lt ' -~eve l  Capllano 
camper. 2 'way 'frldge and 
stove with bathroom and 
furnace. Sleeps 6 phone 635. 
2667 or view at 4640 Wals h 
• (p4-3) 
74'Ford Camper Special 
Pickup with 11' O.K. Cam. 
per. Like new,'tape decks, 
radios, queen' size bed, all 
o ther  ,usual appliances. 
$8,500 phone 635.2826 after 6 
p,m. (¢5.4) 
, 
i . . . . . . . .  
• F01; Sa e: 0' camperette, 
very good condition, phone 
635.4577 (c5.2) 
USES PIGEON POST 
CAPE TOWN, South 
Africa (CP) - -  When Mrs. 
F. Daniels takes her son 
to hospital for treatment, 
she always carts a 
homing pigeon along in a 
box. When ready to leave, 
she frees the piegeon 
which wings home to her 
husband who then drives 
over to pick her up. The 
bird flies the distance in 
about three minutes--the 
car takes about 20. 
TRACTORS PULL IN 
CROWD 
LOUISVILLE, KY. 
(UP) -- One of America's 
largest farm shows has 
had another successful' 
year. Attendance at the 
four<lay 1978 National 
Farm Machinery Show 
and Championship , 
Tractor pull held recently 
totalled 167,928. The show 
is a 16-acre collection of 
the most modern farm 
equipment and related 
products in North Amer- 
Ica. 
HEMINGWAY ' ' 
WORKED HERE 
:Author Ernest  
Hemingway free- lanced 
for the Toronto Daffy Star 
from 1920 to 1923 and was 
on staff from September 
to December, 1923. 
SHE WAS A' TEACHER 
Before she became a 
singer~ Anne Murray 
earnea her living by 
teaching physical 
education. , 
FAMED FOR ONE 
SONG ' 
One  Capt. Rice from 
Montreal wrote the most 
• popular song in the First 
World War--Mademoi. 
selle from 'Armentieres, 
' '° r ' l  
I I 
I.I 
I I  
~6" 27 ~ 
i ~° 1 ~' 
l 
'] I 
51 i, ~ " 
I'1' ' '@ '  
I "1  " 
I"1 
[20r  i 22 
pal i "  
W 32 ," 35 
i.,r 41 . I 
@ 
25 
~2 
45 
So 
CRYPTOQU~P 4.2:" 
NZVV TZ, LAZM "LAYT" GR LQYMC.  
GR "LAY" QGCAN? 
Yesterday's Cryptequlp--MASOCHISTIC BEATNIK RUSHES , 
' TO TAKE NUMEROUS BATHS. 
, 'j') 19/8 King Features Syndicate. ln¢ 
Today's Cryptequlp clue: Q equals R , 
• r 
The Cryptoqulp is a simple substi.tutien cipher IJi which each 
letter used stands for another. If you thlnk that X equals O, it 
wiB equal O throughout the puzzle. Single letters, short words, 
and words using an apostrophe can give you clues to locating 
vowels. Solution is accomplished by trial and error. 
!" 
by Garry Trudeau 
I Ye, re  A Rea.s¢~, 
I //I. /0v~/¢~ s~J~/~e~ 
"Sure, I'll have a glass of milk, Make it a 'double/' 
! 
7 
* '  I "  
L ' i 
Y 
•(.  
' /  
! i  
• i 
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News than in the previoun year,, CARTER COUNTRY 
REDUCED the province's Enersave EAST 
CHARLOTTETOWN office says. A kilowatt About one-tllird of the 
hour is the amount of Briefs -- The average world crop of peanuts is 
PrinceRdwardIs|ander lectri¢ityneededto|Jgh* produeed by india, t h e ; :  l l l i lM" ' ° " °° '  used 17 kilowatt hours 10 t00-watt light bulbs for globe's largest peanut 
VACCINE DEVELOPED less electricity in 1977 one hour. producer. 
LONDON ZAP)- 
Medical researchers at
Guys Hospital say they ~ ............ ~ 'ew'~"us!~"eSS ' ' ' ' " : " i !  ~ i ~ B U  i ~ ~  AND have developed ayaccine ~:: • ~:: .. ' to reduce tooth decay. 
Thomas Lehner said in 
the j°umaI New Scientist iii ~ ~ d= iiil that the vaccine makes Hot Inste =n our , . , o . , .~  STORES --------=" 
toeoccusthe bodymutans,Pr°duce a i i ! ~  B t h e  v.t~.~:¢¢.# MEDICAL "'~ ~ ANDE?UII protective agent againsL 0 Te l  Dnreotory, . he organism strep- • n 
. ' : ;~ .~ i l l  TERRACE VE1 ERINARY CENTRE-63S-3300 i',,;, i 
main ause of tooth decay, , ; . ; i ! i '~ '~ AURGRA AN IMAL HOSPITAL. 635.2040 ii! 
• , tests prove the vaccine ~ .., / T V .  'GUIDE is safe, it could be in use ! i i i ~ B O Y D S  BODY SHOP- 635-9410 iii - 
EXTENDS LIMIT i!ii _ ~ _ __ TERRACE OIL BURNER SERVICES. 635-4227 i !'i 
SEOUL (Reuter)- ~ i 
South Korea is extending 
its te~Jtoria,  waters to 1~. L,sted ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: "" THREE RIVERS WORKSHOP - 63S-2238 " iii miles from three, the :!ii m l
government announced II 
Saturday. The govern- - - GEMINI EXCAVATONG-63S-3~79 ' :::: 
merit said South Korea ~ r~ I Free. for ONE month courtesy of THE ~il 
would become the 61st I I q=d'/%,/=; DAILY HERALD i:i: 
country to adopt a 12-mile 
sea limit, but would If youwishyourBusinessPhone~ ~ ~  e ~ g ~  ii~i ~ ~ ~ ~  continue to apply the 
three-mile limit to the listed for your customers please cal l  M ~ I ~ U I O u u ~  iii I ' 
strait between Japan and South Korea. - - - -  .--- ,--~.,, 3 (C[TK 4 ~cCT Tv) 
BUSINESS DIRECTORY 
SKEENA VALLEY 
RENTALS L,o. 
Most Anything-Most Anytime For 
CONTRACTORS-INDUSTRY-INDIVIDUALS 
Hours: Mon. - Sat. 8-6 
635-7417 4946 Greig Avenue Phone 635-7417 
TOOVEY 
SERVICE  
OANAVENTURE 
MERCURY ,*ats) YAMAHA 
,o~,hoard DOLMAR 
motors) (chain saws) 
Hours: Mon.. Sat. e.6 
Dealer Llcence 4946 Greig Number o=o~A I 636-6929 
SUZUKI Motorcycles and . , . c . .  CABINETS • VANIT IES  • INSTALLAT ION 
accessories in stock NOW! " "°u'°E°~°u"'E'°~S " 
, ,  K: wooo 
"~~'  :~  i A,S, ,ANA~E, ~ABINETS 
Terrace Equipment Sales Ltd. i SU,tg;KI ~,~'~'~'ov~Eu~.=. v=L ,.s (.ore," ~"==N)Lm. 
4539 Greig - 635-6384 BUS, 564.1488 
Dealer No, 01249A SUZUKI GO]~.S THE D~S~Jl~C~--! RES. ssz.z2el FREE ESTIMATES 
/ ~ ~  Brousseau, W~- ~,~. . , , , .  :" :~,' :'~i" 
~ ~ ~ ~ :  Contraotnng '-- ~ ~ ~ , ~ .  , FACIALS PEDICURE 
HAl RCON DITIONING MAN ICUR E 
~ ~  J~,~/~P,  .~ . ,  Reroofing Specialist "STYLING HOTWAX DEPILAT ION 
~~[~.-- . -~' '  " FREE ESTIMATES (NO CUTT ING)  
"" Phone 635-4788 Call evenings 635-4600 
I 
me and try our excell'ent 
;elections of 
mported meats, 
cheeses and 
delicacies. 
No.12.3624 Kalum St. 
(Sunnyhill Trailer Park) 
ii 
C~ .. ~"  . 
;4s 
;45 
T 
14s 
Newlywed i FIInstones i Emergency Sesame 
Game Flinstones | Emergency Street 
News L Mary Tyler - I Gong Mister 
News LMoore ~ Rogers 
News Hourglass ' I News Electric 
News Hourglass ~ Hour Company 
News Hourglass | News Zoom 
News Hourglass L Hour ~ Z ° ° m  
Seattle ~ttle House " . l Bobby MacNell 
Tonight On Prairie | Vinton Lehrer 
Hollywood Little House | Headline World 
Squares ~ t e r s  ~. .  ~War I 
Roller MASH J 6 Million Cousteau 
Flrls MASH I Dollar Man Odyssey 
Joe and Front Page ! Six Million Couteeau 
Valerie Challenge Dollar Man Odyssey 
"~ 'o '~ 'd~'*~ Super Special I N.on. Night 
Nlgt Super Special | Mov ie -  of Minds 
at Movies Super Sepcial I Christina Meeting 
Kill Me Super Special . I Barbara of Minds 
=~'You " "  ~ ~  Oned l '~ '~~ ~oo ~0,z~ne l~e,er~.,, .,ne 
Alan Aide Onedln 
Talia Shire Alive ~ Line 
- -  - - - - - - "  The N a t i o n a l S .  I CTV News . 'Dick Cavet~ 
Show 
News 
• News Night News 
Tonight Final Hour Anyone for 
FIna I Tennyson • • db  :45 Show 90 Minutes ~ , - - - - . ~  
19i  9t~lmJtes Show Show ' 
Tonight Chant of 
BilE' ~ :45 Show • Stlen. ce .~. ,= .~. , .  
Tuesday, May 2 10 a,m, - § p,nl; 
m d A :o0 NewHigh Canadian Jean ,-,ectric 
Ig :15 Rollers ~ Schools Cannem Company Definition Cover to • :30 Wheel of Mr. :45 Fortune Dressup Definition • Cover 
i l i i  ""!= Card Sesame Kareen s -' Music 
Sharks Street Yoga Place 
Gong Sesame It's Your Over 
dh  I l l  145 Show Street Move Easy 
J 7 i i d l  A inn Hollywood Dreamof Noon Electrlc 
Squares Jeannle News Company 
Days of RyarVs Movie M is 
i n l  ~ 145 Our Lives Hope Matinee , for Music 
1 i~O Days of Bob McLean The Blue World of 
Our Lives Show Max Work 
• The Bob McLean Part All About 
I~1 145 Doctors Show Two You 
2 I~0 Another Hollywood , Another Roomnastlcs 
, World Squares World Roomnastics 
Another Edge of Another Word 
145 World Night World Shop 
:00 Movie High Alan Culture of 
: 15 Glgi Hopes Hamel Anc. Egypt 
/:30 .eslie Take Alan Black 
.45. Caron Thirty Hamel Experience 
:00 Maurlce NIc N' Lucy Sesame 
: 15 Chevalier Plc , Show Street 
:30 Eva Gabor Flinstones Emergency Sesame 
"45  Northland Deft . _ ,,Flinsto..nes _._._. ,Emergency ,, n Street 
• , GLENN CARSON 
' . ~ ,  3092HWY 16EAST WALLY  L V E (1978) Ltd, ~ ' ,~  TERRACE BC ' EFEB R =lillmll•linllllilililmulinllligelgBlBglmlggggBlgln||mm||lllg||glm. • 
"~-~ ~ ~lr VSG 3N5' " ' PHONE (604) 635.3863 • ' . • 
4623Lakelse Phone 635-2.33 "~.W " :. gLEAMINg STAINLESS STEEL i 
*E..CE--W..,NOBU..U sat llit  v i .v ]  WITH COPPER CLAD BOTTOM i 
638-8195 ' ---- -- -- " " d- -  • . * = • 
Custom Furniture.- Auto & Marine Upholstery - Vinyl 
"ANSWERING Repair-VanConverslonAccessorles-R.V. Supplles" : 9 ~ Frying Pan : 
Boattopplng & Hardware • Vinyl car Tops . • III • m ' • 
' PAGING OR Headllners.TonneaoCovers.AutoCarpet-V.W. Seats=, .- ,1  ~t(~GQ I at, Sauce Pan I Oover • 
MONIT-OOat,,,. - recovered in original color andmaterial, front & .-- ) jw  "1 . • 
. . . . . .  S225-Upholstery Fabrics, Vinyl & leather-ComPlete : '1  V 
SERVICES Corvettersupplles. . = 2 qt, Sauce Pan I Cover . 
24 HOU R SE RV IC E Antique Auto Restoration 
R.R. 2 Johns Road : '. ' ' 
4603-D Park Avenue, Terrace, B.C. VSG 1V5 Phone63S-4348 . SQX 4 qt, Sauce ,Pan I Oover "_, 
• L ' , ' i  ~ ~  . . . . . . . .  -~-'; ......... ~ . • 
X ~ FOR A PHOTO THAT Telex 047-85586 (604)635-7163 Ill' ~ ~ ~  (~ A A O ~m "= 
~ SPARKS A MEMORY : ~' ~ ~ ~  l - - i X  ~ ~1~ -= 
~l l (  : J . t ) /~  , MoEIhanney Assoo|ates ; ............ ~ .... , - ' • 
e ~ ~ ~  - • • ~ "  ~) i )L   0oneulhn, .Civil Eng lneors  =,==,=u==u=-uu=u==u,,-u,,,,unumuumuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuunuuuuunu| 
W~ ~//"°~'//ll 1.4621phone Lakelse630 1464 British' 0ohlmbia L nd Surveyors Gordon and Anderson  L td  
y F " 205-4630 Lazelle Ave., Terrace, B.C. ' II 
CLOSED MONDAY Canada V8G lS6' 
'9to5 Tues. Sa . 9a. 'm.-fl3Op.m. i : i , v ,  , ,  ~ 
Call us at 635-6357 - ,,.,,,:x :, .r , .a..a.m,-.r,m, 
OLOSED MONDAY ~ -  
